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fllNl vaccine arrives

INSIDE
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reviewed
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Interview with coach Chris
Pilz
See Sports, page 10

Russian-taught music
instructor spotfighted
See Features, page 14

Christopher Shafur, freshman, computer science, showed up as a pirate and partidpated in the
Halloween Contest Thursday, sponsored by University Program Board.

Students who
have
shown flu-like symptoms
are isolated and receiving
supplies from the University Health, Wellness and
Counseling Services such
as thermometers. Charrwells has been delivering
meals to their rooms.
Soon they will get vaccinations.
According to the University Health, Wellness
and Counseling Services,
University of Missouri-St.
Louis has received HINI
vaccinations and has begun

administering to students.
It was expected that
UM-St. Louis would be
receiving the vaccination
sooner.
However, the University Health, Wel1ness and
Counseling Services claims
to be unaware of how the
Missouri Department of
Health makes their decisions when handing out
vaccinations to schools.
The university has a total of 300 vaccinations and
is first giving the vaccinations 'to students on a priority basis.

See H1 N1, page 12

'Freedom without Walls'
Events mark 20th anniversary offaZI ofBerlin Wall

Gay equality starts here
See Opinions, page 22
More and more comics!
See Comics, page 27
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A screening of the documentary "Freedom without
Walls'" and a discussion with
the film's director launched
a series of campus events
commemorating the 20th
anniversary of the fall of the
Berlin Wall.
On Nov. 9, 1989, the fall
of the Berlin Wall, a barrier
that separated East Berlin in
communist East Germany
from West Berlin (part of
democratic West Germany),
was one of the events that
marked the end of the Cold
War.

The screening took place
Thursday, Oct. 29, 3-4:30
p.m. in Room 331 of th.e
SSB.
The documentary's director and producer, Robert E.
Frye of Bolthead Communications Group and the German Information Center's
Dr. Bernd von Muenchow·Pohl, former West German
diplomat and University of
Missouri-St. Louis professor
of political science, were introduced by Dr. Joyce Mushaben, professor of poli'tical
science and research fellow at
the Center for International
Studies.
An audience of about 25

people listened as Mushahen
set the stage for the documentary by giving a quick
recap of some of the events
that led up to the fall.
b1.ushaben . said this was
the same year as the 11ananmen Square democracy
protests and o·t her peaceful
actions launched by rnoscly
young people. She said that
while their East German
parents sa".:;r me communist
system as an improvement
on the Nalls, these young
people had no memories of
the Nazis and were eager for
cMnge.

See BERLIN, page 3
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November marks the 20th anniversary of the fall of the Berlin
Wall. UM-St. Louis students watch a video in remembrance
of this historical event
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Students join KarmaArn1.Y to stem trend
~

ANNA MARIE CURRAN
NelNS Editor

According "to Sergeant Tom McEwen, bike theft at the Universiry of
Missouri-St. Louis campus is beginning to become mo're of an issue.
McEwen explained that in the last
few w eeks, bike theft all around the
St. Louis area has increased illcludLag on the campuses of St. Louis
wversicy and Washington Unjversity.
lYfcEwen said that while UM-St.
Louis has not made an arrest regarding bike theft yet, Washington University has made several arrests and
that they are continaing to .investigate some of the other cases.
McEwen said that there is n~ particular place on campus that is more
or less safe than anomer just that stu-

beefed up lock. [It] takes more effort
but (is] more effective."
Bike theft is increasing not only
at liM-St. Louis and other universities in the St. Louis area bm around
the nation as well. Because of this,
an organization called "KarrnaArmy"
has begun a web based alert-system
to help raise awareness in a person's
community when their bike or other
pjece of recreational equipment, such
as skis or a snowboard is stolen.
Howard K. Brodwin, managing
director for KarmaArmy said that
KarmaArmy allows users to create profiles describing their gear. If
something is stolen) then users are
able to send out an alert to other users in their area to be on the look out
for whatever was stolen.
"[It's] definitely not about vigilante justice~ it's about information,"

The October Student Government Association meeting was gaveled to order at
12:32 p.m. last Thursday, with officers providing updates about SGA business and
introducing a bylaw to the constitution,
defining members at large within the organization.
Mosley outlined Be The lvlarch's work
to representatives. A non-profit organization that helps people find bone
marrow and stem cell transplants, Be
the Match offered their services to
campus organizations interested in recruiting students as donors.
Stallings reminded represenatiyes that
organizations must provide accurate
rosters in order to avoid suspension.
Rosters must be provided by Nov. 13 to
avoid suspension.
Hill reminded representatives that
UM-St. Louis has designated November ~ a month of service. Student Life
has set up several service dates and
encourages as many student organizations to participate as possible.

"[It's] definitely not about vigilante
justice, it's about information."
-Howard K. BrodwinJ managing director for KarmaArmy
dents should be prudent. McEwen
suggests students use a "beefy" lock
and do nor leave their bikes overnight. McEwen said that by leaving a
bike somewhere overnight stUdents
"increase the amount of time someone has to st:eal the bike."
McEwen said that the campus
police department suspects someone has been cutting the locks or
cables students use to secure their
bikes with a bolt cutter. He said that
the method being used is one of the
reasons it is so difficult to catch the
people involved as if Gnly takes a moment for a boh cutter to cut through
whatever € student was using to
secure his or "her bike. McEwen said
that the police department is trying
to increase surveillance of areas where
bikes are being kept as well.
"We're trying to keep an eye on
the areas where the bikes are locked
but we can't be there all the time,"
McEwen said. "What we would
recommend is that someone use a

Brodwin said. ~e want to really
share this informatioh with anyone
and everyone who can help recoyer
an item.
Brodwin also said that "everything
is free" as weU. Aside from the alert
system, ['he website also provides tips
on how to prevent theft and will soon
come to include a GPS and radiofrequency ID technology that will be
available for installation. This aspect
of KarmaArmy will be the business
pan. Brodwin said that the main goal
of the organization is to help pull
people together in the communjty in
a joint effort to prevent and recover
stolen recreational gear.
"I think more than anything we're
trying to get people together to kind
of help each other," Brodwin said.
"I think it's important for people
to combine and have the power of
many which technology can help us
to do. We want to help people understand what they can do to prevent
having an item stolen."

Following the announcements, SGA officers updated representatives about their
offices.
President Grace Marie Ritter announced that The Big Event for 2010
has been scheduled for Saturday, May
1 at the Missouri Baptist Children's
Home. Ritter also announced that proposed student fees would be reviewed
at the Dec. 4 SGA meeting.
Vice President Greg Meyer asked
representatives to provide comments
and concerns about possible physical
changes to the Millennium Student
Center and Chartwells. He announced
that the next parking and transportation meeting would be hdd on Nov.
17 at 2 p.m. at a location yet to be determined. Meyer also announced that
he was seeking 20 applicants to the
athletics committee and six people to
join the elections committee.

•

Comptroller Dan Rosner updated
representatives on the SGA budget.
The organization began the year with
a budget of $103,400 and had spent
$15,439, leaving $87,960 in available
funds, but added that some bills from
Homecoming had not yet posted.
Student Court Representative Matt
Bono announced that parking appeals
had decreased.

NOVEMBER

Low attendance does not waiver
Students ofService volunteers
.. ANNA MARIE CURRAN

team of students interested in
getting the word out about
service within the parameters
Sitting on a table in room of the grant."
315 of the MSC, small fliers
"The student group is also
with the caption "A Call to ... institutionalizing the projServe: Will you answer the ecr so that ir's sustainable over
call?" above a ringing phone a long period of time, because
waited to be picked up. On it makes sense for UMSL to
Wednesday morning, judg- develop relationships with
municipalities
right
mg by the low attendance . the
at the first informational around it," Hill said.
meeting for University of
Along with generating
Missouri-St. Louis' Students awareness and sustainabilof Service, a lot ,of these were iry, this group also holds the
not being taken.
power to distribute small
Having just received a grants to student organJzaLearn and Serve grant worth tions willing to serve in the
$420,000 from the Corpora- Normandy area.
tion for National and Com"A.. student organization
munity Service this meeting would come to the team with
was intended to begin fulfill- an application to work with
ing a portion of the grant.
a non-profit in the area and
Megan Hill, an Ame.ri- that ream would delegate the
Corps Vista Volunteer who is money ... " Hill s·aid. • I think
helping coordinate the proj- there are seven of those startect, explained that while the ing January that are going to
grant is mainly focused on be dished out.
education, foreclosure preWednesday's meeting was
vention and financiallireracy, the initial starting point of
another facet is the creation this team, yet only three stuof a student leadership team. dents attended. Even though
Hill explained this as being a the turn -out was low, those
group of student-s who 'drive helping to get the organizaservice initiatives amongst tion off the ground are confident in its success.
the general student bodies."
"!t's not an official student
"I think once the projects
organization ar this point," become more concrete ...
Hill said. "It's jusr kind of a there will be more interest
News Editor

from students." Kay GasenThenhaus, director for the
project said. '''What we're
hoping to do is launch some
projects during November
Month of Service ... [these]
are some concrete ways that
I think this month students
can see ways to get involved,
and we'll just continue to
build from there."
She explained that one of
the projects is going to be a
property dean-up of a house
that fell into disrepair due to
foreclosure, and also, weather
permitting, on Sunday they
would be doing work in St.
Vincenes Park.
Shea Ke1ly, one of the students attending the meeting,
said they are still working to
build interest in the program
among students, and that
those already participating
are «showing incredible enthusiasm."
Hill mentioned that she
had received a lot of positive email correspondence
about participation. however
scheduling conflicts regarding Wednesday's meeting
arose with the majority of
them. In hopes of gathering
a larger crowd, another meeting has been scheduled for
next Thursday at noon in the
SGA Chambers.

BERLIN, from page'
The short d0cumentary focused on personal views of people in Berlin 20 years after the fall
of me Berlin Wall. The film featured archival footage and present-day interviews with Germans
who were present when the ~Tall came do",'ll, comments on changes in Berlin since then, and
the views of young people who were toO young to remember the East GermanylWest Germany
divide.
After the screening, Frye spoke about the making the documentary and von MuenchowPohl spoke about life in West Germany before and after reunification. They then took questions
from the audience.
"What I hope is that students can relate to this story, even though it is very different from
their lives and environment, bur sort of understand the not only political but also the human
dimension in all this. And really that peaceful change for the better is possible and that one
should not take any situation as a given fact but that things can actually change for the better,"
von Muenchow-Pohl said.
'I met someone from Germany who was here actually working. The eastern Germans are so
motivated. They recognize their past but they are not defined by it. They are their own people,
Em McGarry, junior, psychology, said.
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MIill.
rhe King of Pop, Michael Jackson passed away on June 25, 2009.

Do you believe in ghosts?

What do you think of a movie coming out so soon after his death?
1'1 think its F***ed

II

"They are just trying
to get more money
out of his image"

up. He was a good
guy and and they
won't let his memory
rest in peace"

Yes, they want you
out of their house!
No, I ain't afrad of
no ghost!
What's a ghost?
Casper's my BFF.

Daniel 8raik

Yeocun Park

'ntemational Business
Junior

English Education
Junior

"I think that they are
just trying to make
money for his death:

This week:

III think that its a good
way to remember his
good times. I do think
that its kind of soon.
They couJd have waited
for a few years."

Ahmad Alghamdi

Kaitlyn Hatcher

,nforrnation Systems Management
=reshman

Business
Freshman

What are your thoughts on
Mark McGwire returning
to baseball?
Answer at
www.thecurrentonline.com

Stealing Under $500.00 - Stadler Hall

Sometime between October 19, 2009 and October 26, 2009 person(s) unknown stole the victim's bicycle. The victim advised that his bike was secured to a bike rack with a chain; however
the perpetrators cut the chain and stole the bicycle. The bike is described as a Maroon in color
Next" brand men's bicycle. There are no suspects in this incident.
1/

Stealing Over $500.00 - Daughters of Charity Building, South Campus

Sometime between 5:00 PM on Friday 10-23-09 and 9:00 AM on Wednesday 10-28-09
person(s) unknown sto.le some copper wire and guttering from a construction project on South
Campus. The UMSL Police are still investigating this incident; no suspects at this time.

Property Damage - Benton Hall

Around 6:30 PM an exterior window on the Benton Hall Building was broken. The window is
approximately 3' X 10' and will cost about $1000.00 to replace. Th.e window is in a hallway,
and is believed to have been broken out from the inside. A classroom down the hall was occupied at the time, and they heard the glass break. but no one saw how the window was broke.

NOVEMBER
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A new electronic cigarette redefines the rules
.. AARON HOLDMEYER
StaffWrher

In the midst of recent
torrential downpours, most
smokers on campus have
been forced inside.
Naturally unless they
want a soggy cigarette, their
nicotine fix must be put on
hold. Yet technology has
transformed tobacco produots, this time into electronic cigarettes.
An electronic cigarette
is made up of a plastic tube
that holds a battery, beating
element and a cartridge of
nicotine.
A sensor is activated
when a drag is taken which
heats up and vaporizes the
nicotine for inhalation by
the user. No smDke is inhaled or exhaled.
The benefits of this product seem obvious, however,
an ongoing debate between

the FDA and the manufacturers of these products has
blurred this conclusion.
.A news release issued in
July by the FDA stated that
"laboratory analysis of electronic cigarette samples has
found that they ccmtain carcinogens and toxic chemicals such as diethylene glycol, an ingredient used in
antifreeze."
However they also made
clear that, ' because these
products have not been
submitted to the FDA for
evaluation or approval, at
this time the agency has
no way of knowing except for the limited testing
it bas performed, the levels
of nicotine or the amounts
or kinds of other chemicals
that the various brands of
these products deliver to the
user."
Other than the presence
of carcinogens and dieth-

PHOTO COURTESY OF WWW.ALLCAM.BIZ

ylene glycol, the main concern of the FDA is the product's attraction to youth and
its possible ability to addict
younger generations.
After the FDA came out
against the e-cigarettes,
NJOY an Arizona based
company that manufactures
and sells e-cigarettes, released a technical review of
the FDA's report.
They found that the
methods used by the FDA
were inconsistent and that
their conclusions contradicted their approval ratings
of other tobacoo products,
mainly the Nicotrol Inhaler.
"All of the tobacco-as-

in NJOY products were.
'present but at less than the
level of the Nicotrol inhaler
[manufacturer]
specification' according to the FDA
report. ~' they stated.
NJOY also stated that all
of the chemicals flagged by
the FDA were under limits
of qualifications.
Besides
the ongoing debate about
the danger of toxins present
in the e-cigarettes, the level
of nicotine in the cartridges
can itself present a danger.
"The warnings they give
with that, depending on the
level of nicotine you have in
there one puff could be considered smoking an entire
cigarette worth of nicotine.

So they are basically amount of nicotine cartridgsaying typically that little V'es that it comes with.cartridge ... is going be a
On NJOY's website they
whole pack worth of ciga- claim that by using their
rettes ... so it's not like you products they could cut your
can just puff on it a lot like cost in half.
n cigarette." Katie Moore,
Yet with the current spike
health educator at the Uni- in tobacco taxes it is not
versity of Misouri-St. Louis sure if the e-cigarette can
said. Moore added that an circumvent these laws.
overdose of nicotine will inEither way Mike Miller,
duce sickness.
business management maHowever, the health is- jor, found e-cigarettes to be
sues do not seem to be the appealing.
Braving the rain for a
main reason why this product has not become a popu- smoke, he said if he were to
buy one "it would be more
lar hit with smokers .
The initial price can be of a health investment, bedaunting. Starter packs can cause I enjoy smoking but I
range from $70 to around need to quit. '~
$200, depending on the
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Human intelligence: questions of divine origin and natural ~hange
Latest (News at Noon' tackles the great debate
over intelligent design and natural selection
~

ANDY PHIPPS
Asst. Science/Health
Editor

Irem Kurtsal Steen led the
'News at Noon' discussion.

Carmen Young-Ellis, freshman, accounting, voices her
opinion at the News at Noon
series last Wednesday in the
third floor of the MSC. The
topic at hand was the meeting of natural selection and
divine purpose~

Science and religion
collided in a spirited debate at the third installment of News at Noon,
an open forum for discussion of the news between students and faculty, that is sponsored by
The Center for Teaching
and Learning, flJe Current and The New York
Times.
The topic for last
Wednesday's discussion,
"Designing the Human:
Could Human Moral
Sense Be the Result of
Both Natural Selection
and Divine Purpose?"
was led by Irem Kunsal
Steen, associate ptotessor of philosophy at University of Missouri-St.
Louis.
One of Steen's classes
attended the discussion
in lieu of their regular
lecture, in \vhich they
had been discussing similar topics.
Central to the discussion was an opinion written by Robert Wright for
The New York Times in
August, titled "A Grand
Bargain Over Evolution."
The article explores
the possibility that the
differences between science and religion, particularly between the two
extremes in both camps
(scientifically objective
atheists and creationist
Christians), can be reconciled through Darwin's
theory of evolution.
The theory has long
been a large standing between these two ideologies, especially when the
argumen t has been made

from the religious side
that evolution cannot
account for the human
sense of morality.
uThere are atheists
who go beyond declaring
personal disbelief in God
and insist that any form
of God-talk, any notion
of higher purpose, is incompatible with a scientific worldview.
And there are religious
. believers who insist that
evolution can't fully account for the creation of
human beings," \Vright
said.
In the op-ed, Wright
said that both sides have
a common ground: the
concept of a "higher
purpose" in biological
desig:n.
This Uhigher putpose'
is admitted by even the
most atheistic scientists
like Richard Dawkins.
and religious groups recognize such a higher purpose an~'\.Vdy.
If both sides recognize
this common ground,
they could move toward
reconciling their differences, Wright said.
Following an overview
of the article by Steen, attendees debated the material. For the most part,
attendees struggled with
the concept of human attributes like morality as
being part of the evolutionary climb of human
beings.
"If it looks like other
changes in the species
over time, and you can
give a story about how it
helps the species adapt,
then that gives you reason to think that there is
a natural reason for it,"
Steen said of criticism

two thoughts were reconcitable.
Other
attendees
brought up the darker
side of human morality in discussing its place
in evolution, 'especially
when considering how
different cultures have
different morals.
"There are some advanced societies aroWld
the globe, several in Asia
come to mind, where the
way business is done is
not the way that we're accustomed to doing business and we would look
at it and say, That's unethical, that's immoral'
one of the attendees said.
"'But ifwe look at your
business moral ethic and
Y'our social ethic, they are
coming together globally
into their own separate
code," Allison Dreith,
senior. political scienG-e,

said.

"r think that SOCiety
right no\" really needs to
come together," Hannah
Lee, sophomore, business, and one of Steen's
students said.
ttl guess today that
you could really hear the
differences."
Overill, Steen was
happy with the outcome
of the debate, especially
among students from her
class that attended.
More people spoke
than usual [in class] ,"
Steen said of the discussion.
"Some of the usual
speakers opened up too,
but people who had
never said anything before in my class spoke,
so that shows that there
is something right about
this format."

UMSL researchers examine aging
and intelligence in new co-op study
~

AARON HOLDMEYER
Staff Writer

The aging process can sometimes present cognitive challenges
to tasks once simple when young.
Some experience mild memory loss while others experience
more acute symptoms such as
dementia or Alzheimers. While
these experiences affect many
individuals, the reasons behind
them are still a mystery.
Researchers from the University of 1 fissouri-St. Louis, \Xfashington University, Brown Medical School and Harvard !vledical
School have teamed up to investigate this process in what is called
the SMART Study (Study of
i\1emory and Age Tractography).
Starting in 2007, the Sl'v1ART
Study received its funding trom
a grant from the National Institutes for Health.
The author of the grant and
the lead coordinator of the effort i Robert Pa ul, U~1-St. Louis
professor of PS} chology. While
the other campuses help with
analyzing data OM-St. Louis
coordinates "aU the details of ...
the subjects and rULlning through
the cognitive battery and orchestrating their time in terms of the
neuro-imaging, Paul said.
The study recruits volunteers,
aged 50 to 80, to participate in a
four-year observation.
"They start year one and get
the scan, they go through the
memory testing and other kinds
of tests, and then we see them annually," Paul said.
"1hey come back into UM-St.
Louis [and] we go through another round of cognitive testing
. .. and then in year four, when
they come back, they get a pretty
comprehensive set of tests and
they have their brain scanned
again."
Over the span of these' four
years, (he researchers will look for
biomarkers mat link to cognitive
ability.
"We don't understand the real
biological processes behind cognitive aging," Paul said.
"So if you don't understand

the mechanisms, it is very hard to
intervene and support really good
cognitive aging in the absence of
understanding the mechanisms
that change it."
We're looking at these neuroimaging signatures to see if we
can find really good biological
links or clues to what this phenomenon of cognitive aging is
really about," Paul said.
Located on Wasp.ington University's campus is a tractographer, which works in connection
with a MRI and allows researchers to see these biomarkers.
"Normally, when people look
at an MRI, they're looking at
where water content is at in the
body. What tractography does is
not so much look to see where
water is at but how is water moving in a tissue," Paul said.
Tractography allows for the
rendering of data acquired by the
MRI into more complex images.
"What tractography does, is
not so much look to see where
water is at but how is water moving in a tissue."
This benefits the study because
they can trace .,vater movement
over neurons in the brain, which
allows for the rendering of high
quality images for the study of
cognitive aging processes.
As the group continues to
investigate the cognitive aging
process, they hope to increase the
length and scope of the scudI'.
"The grant will end in 2012
and we've had a really good success in retaining the people that
have come through to be included in the study," Paul said.
"We would love to be able to
continue this grant and get further funding to extend the follow
up window so that we can actually track these individuals over a
10-year span."
"If we can do that it really extends that window of when we
might be able to find transition
points between healthy normal
aging to less healthy aging."

The world recently stumbled upon the electronic cigarette. This new invention
gives the pro-smoking part
of the world their nicotine
fix while providing a smokefree atmosphere for the rest
of the population.
Having practically grown
up jn bowling alleys, I was
exposed to an enormous
amount of cigarette smoke
from before I could walk
up until the age of 18. The
fact that relatives in my
family have experienced
health complications due
to cigarette smoking, and
that I suffered minor health
complications due to second hand smoke could be
the reason I vowed never to
touch a cigarette.
We live in a free country,
so I am not one to lecture
and hold contempt against
anyone who smokes. However, the invention of the ecigarette allows non-smokers
like myself to avoid the negative effects of smoking.
Ie is estimated that 46,000
non-smokers rue every year

due to second hand smoke.
Also, 150,000 to 300,000
children under 18 months
of age suffer from lung infections because they live with a
smoker, and 1 million children develop asthma from
smoking effects.
With an electronic cigarette., health problems for
chose who currently experience second hand smoke
should decrease.
Also, for the environmentalists our there, if all
or even some smokers made
the switch to electronic cigarettes, there would be fewer
butts on the side of me road
to pick up or worry about.
Electronic cigarettes are
good for the smokers, too.
These cigarettes do not contain dangerous chemicals or
ingreruents like tobacco, so
health problems involving
the lungs and heart most
likely will decrease.
Of course, there is a
downside. Addiction is never good and tlle electronic
cigarette supports nicotine
addiction. Plus, there has
nor been any large testing
or studies done on effectS of
thesee-cigarettes, so there
could be an underlying
health problem that would
result from using them that
is just as bad as or even worse
than real cigarettes.
In addition, they are
electronic. This means one
day, someone who uses ecigarettes will reach in their
bags or pockets for a fix and

will find the battery is dead.
Most smokers who need the
nicotine will submit to going our and buying a pack of
regular cigarettes for the day. .
I was not one who would
tattle on little John or Jane
in high school for lighting
up in some secluded area
during break, but when I
have teenagers of my own
one day, I will be perfectly
honest in saying I would
smack them silly if I caught
them smoking.
With this in mind, I do
not like the idea of electronic cigarettes because they
will be much easier to hide
than regular cigarettes.
Also, now that e-cigarett.es are becoming me latest
thing, celebrities and models
are already starting to promote them.
We all know from observation and experience how
much children, teenagers
and even adults are influenced simply because they
want to be liked.
Wi th the e-cigarette, we
are almost promoting that
it is perfectly OK to smoke.
The argument, "Hey, it is
not as bad as a real cigarette, right?" could almost
be compared wim, "Hey I'm
smoking weed, but it is not
as bad as cocaine, right?"
I have mixed feelings
about the e-cigarette. At this
moment, however, if it is
nor hurting me or someone
I care about, power to the
people.

WORD SEARCH
Find th~ following words below: GEL, CRUSTY,
CLUELESS, DIRTY, SPIKES, FLAKES, GREASY, HARD,
POOFY, CRISIS. Forward only. Horizontal, vertical and
diagonal are all fair game.
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JEN O'HARA
Staff Writer

The Smart Choice program began as a quick-read
for food consumers who
don't have the time to properly research nutrition.
To aide confusion among
people, sman choice labeling
consisted oflabeling products
that are a healthier choice for
consumption with a green
check mark.
On the side of the check
mark are a calorie indicator
and a number for servingsper-container.
This program was designed to encourage healthier
eating habits for those unsure
of, or for those who did not
have time to check a nutrition labd.
Despite JUSt coming into
the market scene this past
summer, there is discussion
of pulling the program out all
together or revising it.
Recently, problems with
the regulations of what is
considered a sman-choicelabel food have caused certain
brands donning the label to
question whether or not they
should continue supporting
the program.
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Reasoning behind this
is a conilicr on lax nutritional requirements that
companies do not wish to
be associated with.
Nutritionists around
the United States often
expressed the requirements for displaying a
green check mark on
products as too loose.
A well-known example is Fruit Loops, which
bears the smart choice label because of low calories
and fat, but consists of
forry percent of sugar in
thcir ingredients.
Several believe smart
choice labeling does nothing more than create false
advertising for consumers.
"I do not agree with food
labeling. For me, they are
very misleading and usually are served for marketing purposes rather than really talking about or revealing
Hue information," Dr. Josephine Lee, nutritionist, said.
"There's a lot of influence on
marketing. They do not serve
the purpose of really informing the public"
Foods with the smartchoice label were made
in different qualifications

for
different
products.
((The conrroversy is because
you add extra vitamins and
minerals to something, so it
qualifies in one area, but it's
still not really healthy because it has so much sugar or
whatever," Deborah Zorensky, registered dietician) said.
<tIt qualifies maybe to put
a checkmark on Milano because there's no trans fat, so
they put 'no trans fat' on lvlilano.
If it's less than .5 for a serving, then it could be called.

zero trans fat.
If you eat two servings of
cookies--which I imagine a
fe\\! people would ear more
than one serving of Milano
cookies-now, you're getting
trans fat."
One of the more noted
arguments concerning the
smart choice label is cereal.
Primarily because a number
of children are easily influenced via canoon commercials to like a certain brand of
children's cereal.
«When I talk with stu-

dents in nutrition class about
one of my pet peeves [they]
are whar I call the 'kiddie cereals' -the ones that are marketed for small children and
then advertised on children's
television shows and that sort
of thing: Professor Jean Nelson college of nursing, said.
"Some of those cereals may be healthy choices
in terms of being fortified
with vitamins and minerals,
and maybe some have fiber.
Maybe they don't. But for the
most pan, the ones that are

marketed for children have a
ton of sugar."
Several nutritionists are
in agreement for a readjusting in the requirements for a
green check mark labd, or a
removal of the label altogether as not to confuse people.
"It should be revamped,"
Zorensky said.
'The whole thing needs
to be revamped. But, that's
not where the money is going right now, so, we're probably not going to see that real
soon honestly."

Marijuana laws to continue chilling out?
~

SARAH HILL
Staff Writer

According to a report from
the San Francisco Chronicle,
it would be more beneficial
to utilize time and money for
more important situations,
rather than busting the suppliers of medical marijuana
dispensaries. The federal
government did exactly that
when the U.S. Department
of Justice told U.S. attorneys not to prosecute medical marijuana dispensaries or
patients using the substance
within the bounds of individual state's laws.
But for states that allow
medical marijuana, ' the pro-

tocol for assessing need varies from "physician to physician," according to Richard
Rosenfeld, Professor of Criminology and Criminal Justice,
ar the University of MissouriSt.Louis. There is a common
pe~ception that complaining
of an ailing back could get
someone a medical marijuana
card.
"Television
makes
it
look easy," Rosenfeld said.
"Provision of marijuana for
prescriptions is only a very
partial form of full decriminalization."
"In one sense many places
already have decriminalized
Marijuana," Richard Wright,
professor of Criminology and

Criminal Justice at UM-St.
Louis, said. Considering the
"already thinly stretched federal budget," Wright posed
thar currently enforcing the
drug laws may be more about
"how much of the scarce enforcement you want to devote," to this kind of matter.
According to Wright,
decriminalizing
marij uana
"where medical marijuana
is allowable," eliminates one
of the many factors leaching federal resources. If medicinal marijuana were to
be legalized, Wright believes
consumption will increase,
"similar to the prohibition of
alcohol."
"We have such limited

experience with out-right decriminalization laws," Rosenfeld said. He also mentioned
the
decriminalization of
marijuana in Holland, noting
that there was "no increase
in the Dutch population" regarding consumption.
"Ir's very difficult to know,
bur if I were to guess and that
simply a guess, levels
use
would rise modestly," Rosenfeld said, regarding whether
or nor consumption would
increase if marijuana was
decriminalized in the U.S.
Rosenfeld also postulated
mat marijuana" consumption
would taper and return to a
previous level.
"There are many facets

or

around that question," Jodi ing to Wright. In the case of
1v1eisenheimer, senior, eng- the marijuana market, the
lish said, bur added that there concern resides in lack of
may not be an increase «not proper regulation._According
because of legality, bur be- to Wright, there are "no ways
cause of price." Legalizing to formerly handle disputes"
marijuana would make it a . in an informal market. A
public and taxable commod- situation between two parties
ity, one that could just as eas- in a black market situation
ily empty a wallet.
could lead to a disagreement
Contrasting
Meisen- and in order to solve the issue
heimer's view, Eric Gates, «on~ of the ways is violence,
a freshman in the culinary but nor always;" says \Vrighr.
arts program at Forest Park "Disputes in legal markets
Community College, sug- have formal mechanisms to
gested that, "People would deal wiili that."
buy more ... because they
Currently, Illinois awaits
[could]."
the Compassionate Use of
As the illidt drug market Medical Cannabis Pilot Prostands, it is considered an gram Act to go to vote in the
"informal economy;" accord.:. Illinois General Assembly.
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Missouti-St. Louis women's
volleyball team needed just
one win to clinch irself a
spot in the 2009 po.stseason.
After a loss on Friday at Southern Indiana,
the Tritons got the win they needed with a
three games to none S\veep at Kentucky Wesleyan on Saturday.
Sarah Eisnaugle, senior, art histOry/graphic
design, had a match-high 10 kills to lead the
UM-St. Louis offense, while top defensive
specialist Carolyn Holstein, junior, business,
raised her GLVC-leading dig tOral to 554 on
the season, with a match-high 11 digs against
the Panthers.
TritOn setters Kayla Kinzinger, jW1ior., education, and Samantha Martley, junior, biology, shared the passing duties for most of the
match, with Kinzinger tOtaling a maech-high
23 assists and Marder adding 13 of her o\vn
as U!vl-St. LOLlis defeated \X1esleyan by scores
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"1 thought today we had a good practice,"
Jones said after last Thursday's workout at
the Mark Twain Building. "That was the best
practice we had in probably two weeks. But
we won't reaUy know what it means until [we
play Southern Indiana.]"
The Tritons got off to a roaring starr against
Southern Indiana. They won the first game in
that match 25-17. But soon after, UM-St.
Louis fizzled and lost the last three games 2225,22-25 and 21-25.
The key element in thar very close match
was probably UM-St. Louis' hit percentage,
which got progressively worse throughout the
march.
In the first game (the one they won) , the
Tritons hit a sizzling .433 percent. But in
the second, third, and fourth games, UMSt. Louis's hit percentage went down to .219 ,
.196 and .114, respecrively.
Weslie Gaff, sophomore, accounting, had a
match-high 17 kills for the Tritons. Liz Cook,
junior, ~ducation, and Erin Higgins, sopho-

"Sarah Eisnaugle, had a
match-high10 ki Is to "
lead the UM-St. Louis offe se

AHMAD ALJURVYED / THE CURRENT

Erin Higgins, sophmore, eady childhood education, against Maryville on Saturday.

of15-1 4 25-20 and 2 - -12.
more, early childhood education added 14
The victOry raised UM-St. Louis' overall and 10 kills apiece.
record to 1 ()-l 0, and gave r.b.em a 9-3 mark
Kinzinger had a big nighr setting up her
in the Great Lakes Valley Conference pLq this "teammat s ith a match-high 43 assists, while
season. The Tritons are currently in third place Holstein led the d fense with a rnatch-high 22
in rhe GLVC, and with t\vo matches lefe in digs aQainst S1. notching her 16th 20-plus
the regular season, could finish no worse than dig night f the ason.
Thi eekend, the Tritons will close out
seventh.
That means Ur-..f-St. Louis has assured itself the r gular season with two home matches at
one of the eight spots available in n xt week's the Mark Twain Building. On Friday, o. 6,
GLVC Championship Tournament. W inning U M -St. Lo uis \vill host Bellarmine at 7 p.m.
that tournamem would give the Tritons their in a match the Knighrs need to keep their
very first GLVC ritle, and would earn the playoff hopes alive.
Then on Sarurday, Nov. 7, the Tritons will
team an automatic bid to the N CAA Narional
Championship Tournament. E en if UM-Sr. take on Northern Kentucky at 3 p.m. The
Louis does not win the GLVC tourney, a good match that day will be one of the mosr imshowing at the evem might be enough to sway portant of the season because the winner will
the national selection committee into giving likely clinch the third seed at the GLVC Tourthe Tritons an at-large bid into the national nament.
That becomes important because it would,
tournament, which would be the program's
in theory at least, earn that team a more favorfirst NCAA Tournament berth since 1995.
UM-St. Louis volleyball coach Trent Jones able pairing in the first round of the tournasaid he is not even thinking that far ahead. mem, while also offering the chance to avoid
He, instead, is more interested in how his likely top seed Lewis umil the championship
round.
team is playing in the here and now.
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ea coach Chris Pilz ·seer ized
men's basketball postseason interview
~

ANTHONY PADGETT
Asst. Sports Editor

The men' basketball team
at (he University of MissouriSt. Louis is gening ready w
open its season. On Wednesday, Nov. 18 at 7 p.m., the
Triwns will host Blackburn
Coll ge at me
ark Twain
Building for their season
opener.
Chris Pilz is the current
head coach of the team and is
entering his s venth year. His
overall record in six seasons
is 65-98, but the team has
definite!, improved and performed better than the record
states.
The
Current:
Why
did you come to UMSt.
Louis
to
study?
Chris Pilz: I liked St. Louis
city and wanted to be teacher.
The education program here
is excellent. I also wanted an_
opportunity to play basketball.
TC: Before coming to
UM-Sr. Louis, you coached
high
school
basketball
at
Hazelwood
Central,
Senath-Hornersville
and
Salem. What is the difference between coaching
high school and college?

CP: There are a lot of similarities that made the transition
easy for me. A major difference is that college players are
more developed athletes and
the overall speed of me game
is quicker. In high school I
wa a 1: acher and a coach ,
but here at college I no longer t ach and instead focus
on bas etball.
TC: ou on played basketball fo r U M -St. Louis and

Tritons Basketball Coach Chris Pilz
Courtesy I,wvw.umsltritons.com

wer a great player. You are the
TC: You have publi ly
third all-time scorer in school stated how the non-conferhistory with 1,6 7 points. ence schedule this year is
Do y u mink that hdps in one of the most challenging
gaining your player's trUSt? since y u have been here.
C P: Playing is one thing and How does playing toughcoaching is another. If you er teams help the Tritons?
have studied the game and CP: At this leveL everyDne is
played it, you have a good good. \Y.,fe've strengthened our
grasp of it. Many great bas- schedule, which helps us with
ketball coaches were never recruiting. [There are] no
players. !vfy experience as easy games [we] have got to
a player does help me as a enjoy every \I/in and respect
coach, but they are still two every opponent. Hopefully
different thiQ.gs. - ~
-:-. ___ tll .r.eturn
that -yell -

me
~: b~~t~~ h~ ~h~ ~~m~o~ ~-------~~-~----------~------------~

pable of competing for a title? Take it -one garne a t a time.
CP: I think we've got our
TC: What is your long term
program back to ' whe~e it's . goal- nere at · UM-St. . Louis?
very competitive. The guys _ CP! I take a 10 of pride in
have worked hard during
o~ un·iversiry. We ~~t to
off-season on a daily basis. I graduate our players and bethink we are on practice 23 come as competitive as posthis afternoon. Great team sible, [and] we are hea.ding in
who listens and take advice.
that direction.

me .

TC: Has me recent recruitment been a success?
CP: Yes, at me end of every
off season you have to evaluate and solve your weaknesses.
Low post scoring, low post
defense, and rebounding
were weak for us. Through
our last recruiting class we

have solved these major is-

sues. \Y/e had to get some
guys who were hard workers and knew how to practice. We needed players who
would come in every day and
were coachable.
TC: Do you haye anything you would like to say

all the UM-St. Louis basketball fans out there?
CP: We're just looking
forward to the season and
invite everyone to come out
and watch. The fans will en- .
joy seeing how our team plays .
the game and our effort.
to
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MEN'S SOCCER
~

CEDRIC WILLIAMS
Sports Editor

University of MissouriSt. Louis volleyball standout
Liz Cook, junior, education,
would like to clear up some
rhings about why a certain reporter keeps calling her "superstar" when he refers to her
in his stories.
Cook wants you to know
thar she did nor invent that
nickname, and she never
asked that witty, charming
and exrremely good-looking
reponer to sran calling her
that.
What actually happened
is thar reporter happened
to be an avtd fan and follower of Missouri Slare high
school volleybalL He knew
that Cook was considered
one of the Kan as City area's
top pia rers when she was in
high school a nd he liked
reminding her of h r "superstar" pasr especially when '
she start d winning playerof-the-week a < rcis a an
outside bitrer 6 r the Tri tons.
C ook said sh fi nds the
nicknam amusing, but also
said she has I cei ed more
than a Httle bit of ribbing
"from her teammat .

"Yeah, they tease me about
it a lor," Cook said. "But I'm
cool with it. We all tease each
other about stuff all the time,
especially if 1 play bad. Then,
they're like 'Whar?! She's a supersrar?!'"
Cook mighr ger the last
laugh though, should she
make rhe GLVC all-conference ream again this year.
Lasr year, she was named
to the all-GLVC ream after
leading UM-St. Louis to irs
firsr GLVC \XTest Division
title, while also leading the
team in almost every hitting
category, including kills, kill
attemprs and hit percen rage.
ur was really excited when
1 heard that, Cook said- "1
felt like it was an honor."
~nlis season, Cook seems
like a shoo-in to make the allconference team again. Headin g into the fin al week of th
regular eason, sh on ce again
leads M -St. Louis in hitting
with 310 kills and 2.8 kills
P r,set a erage.
Both those numbers rank
among rhe very best in the
GLVC, and shouJd be more
than enough to earn ook
a spot on th all- on6 r TIC
team. Bur Cook is worthy
of all-leagu recognition for

other reasons as well.
She very rarely leaves
the court, is the only TritOn
player that is not part of
some type of regular rorarion
in and out of the lineup, and
also happens to be one of the
ream's besr defensive players,
ranking second on the team
in digs (250) and fourth in
total blocks and solo blocks.
"Liz is just a really consistent, all-conference type
player for us," UM-5r. Louis
volleyball coach Trent Jones
said. ' She tries hard e err
da} and gi es us a good effort
whene er we ha\ a march.'
Jones mighr be the furemost expert on Liz C o k the
player. 111c two hav known
each other for a cry long
time.
e
Cook pla ed on the
hiuh scho 1 team as J ness
young
i rer, and Jones,
who ' also o m the Kansas

Ci

r

ruit

. I knew at a oon as 1
go her I could pencil Liz. in
as a tarter and fe
omfor t-

thing to worry about, knowing we had a player like Liz.
on our tearn.
For alJ the .superstar" talk,
Cook is acrually very crirical
of her O'wn play this yearJ and
aid she probably played berte r lasr year.
"'1 don think I've played
as well as 1 did last , ear, she
said. 'I don t really know
whar to chalk tbar up to.
e re trying to figltfe ir out.
Bm I hav a fed ing [the
,v·hol team] is going ra starr
p layin cr really 0 od."
The entire Triran ream
will n ed to ran playi g tb ir " up rs r" b t
real so nJ with two difficult
pponents Bellarmine and
orthero Ken ru '\ c ning to visit the Mark "F 'all
Building this wend.
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Drury
N. Kentucky
Lewis
UW-Parkside
Bellarmine
Quincy
Missouri S&T
UM-St.Louis
51. Joseph's
Indianapolis
Rockhurst
S.lndiana
Ky. Wesleyan
Maryville
III. Springfield

GlVC
~
13-1-0
-11-3-0
10-3-0

8-4-2
8-5-0
7-5-1
7-5-'

7-5-2
6-6-2
6-7-'
6-8
5-9-0
2-11-'
1-12-1
0-13-1

Overall
~

1.8-1 .;0
15-4-1
13-3-1
13-5-2
11-5-1
9-8-2
7-7-1

9-7-2
9-7-2
8-7-2
8-' 0
6-10-1
5-13-1
1-15-1
1-14-'

WOMEN'S SOCCER
GlVC

N. Kentucky
Bellarmine
Quincy
Indianapolis
Drury
UW-Parkside
S.lndiana
Rockhurst
Missouri S&T
Lewis
Maryville
UM-St. Louis
Ky_ Wesleyan
St. Joseph's
III. Springfield

i'ltl:Il
12-2

10-2-1
10-2-1
11-3
10-3

9-3-2
7-5-2
6-7-1
5-8·0
4-8-1
4-9-1
4-9-1
4·10-0
2-12
0-14

Overall
(W-L-T)

16-2
13-2-1
13-4-1
15-4
13-6
-11-4-3
9-8-3
7-10-1
5-9-1

5-9-2
5-1 1-1
4- 11 -1
7-11-'
3-1 4

2-14

H1N1, from page 1
Students who are receiving the vaccination first are considered high risk. These tudems ha e deficiencies to their immune
system, have asthma, are healthca.re workers, spend considerable rime with children aged 6 months or younger such as those
working in the child development center, or live in close quarters with others.
Students considered priority are also women who are pregnant. Pregnant women, however, are recommended to receive the
vaccination ar DePaul or St. Johns Health Centers because of concerns about the vaccination ingredient thimerosal, a mercurybased preservative. Pregnant women are urged to receive the vaccination because they are considered a key-risk group for HINl.
People between the ~es of 18 and 24 are also considered at high risk for HI N1. Since me population of students in this age
group is quite high at a uni~ersity, students who can receive the vaccination at another location outside of UM-St. Louis are
encouraged to do so. However, any student who is considered at risk will not be turned away as long as vaccinations are still
available.
Marie Mueller, the University Health, Wellness and Counseling Services elinica.l Coordinator, strongly encourages students
to receive the seasonal flu shot. "Because of new concern over swine"flu, students ~seem to not realize that the seasonal flu is actually more deadly," Mueller said.
While the HIN1 vaccination is·administered to students at no Cost, the seasonal au is given for $20 and is administered as a
nasal mist rather than as a shot. .
Mueller would like students to practice a good offense against the flu by uSing hand sanitizers, distancing themselves with a
range of three-to-six feet from others who show possible signs of sickness, and covering up coughs.
Students who would like to receive either the HINI vaccination or the seasonal vaccination or both can do so by calling the
Health, Wellness and Counseling Services at 314-516-5671 and setting up an appointment. However, walk-ins will also be accepted. Also, any students with questions or concerns are also encouraged to call. The department's hours are 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
Monday through Thursday and 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. on Friday.

GLVC

(W-u
Lewis

Indianapolis
UM-St. Louis
N. Kentucky
Rockhurst
S.lndiana

12-0
11-1
9-3

9-3
8-4

7-5

Drury

6-5

Bellarmine
S1. Joseph's
UW-Parkside
Missouri 5&T
Quincy
III. Springfield
Maryville
Ky. Wesleyan

6-6

5:.7
5-7

Overall!
{W:ll
26-3
30-1
19-10
19-10
19-12
15-13

15-12
13-8
12-17

3-5
1-1.1

21-10
10-24
6-20
9-19

~-l1

4-2·1

0-12

2-20

3-9

Pastor •Bill Kempf has
. been the director at the
Catholic Newman Center ·
Vivid signals of a white for ten years now, and has
winter lay in a remarkably seen the "Haunted Garage"
staggering array of the au- evolve over the years. He
tumn color palate across the .explained that it now hosts
lawn of the Catholic New- 300-400 tours annually.
man Center where a pumpKempf noticed that there
kin carving contest was held are two types of tours, the
last Tuesday night.
"safe" tour, which consists of
The contest featured de- the "monsters waving at you
signs like the Godfather, when you pass," and the "no
skulls, spiders, moons with holds barred" tour, which
bats, and even the "Not can be "however scary" the
the Mama" baby from the students want it to be over
1990's sitcom "Dinosaurs." the course of the tour's one
The pumpkins were separat- minute duration.
ed into three categories for
Matt Hubbard, junior,
judgment: classic, scariest, history, is one of the CNC's
cutest, and most technical.
members and is also an asHuddling around the piring Cinematographer. He
long table in the Catho- has a penchant for zombies
lic Newman Center's din- and was in charge of this
ing room, a dozen students year's "Haunted Garage."
While carving his massive
carved pumpkins while
cracking jokes at one an- pumpkin into a likeness of
other, expressed frustration, the Godfather, he admitted
laughed, smiled, and ate that pumpkin carving is not
a valued talent to employ
various desserts.
This year's winning CNC when battling zombies.
jack-o' -lanterns were: a cat
Last year, Hubbard utisitting in frOnt of a moonlit lized St. Ann's Parish in Norwindow, by Trist Detwiler, mandy for a zombie film he
senior, accounting for "the tided, "Z-Day: Invasion of
cutest" category, and a sinis- Normandy."
"1 will never go into battet skull condemning "wc
09" by Rica Quiggle, junior, tle with the ho-rdes of zomnursing, in ~rhe scariest" cat- bies with this little pumpkin
carving knife," Hubbard
egory.
Christine Bono, senior, said.
pre-architecture, created a
Elizabeth Detwiler, the
hauntingly detailed repre- CNC's full-time campus
sentation of a skull and won minister, has been overseethe award for most techni- ing the pumpkin carving
cal.
event for quite a few years.
Although the winner of
"The kids seem to really
the classic award did not like it," Detwiler said. Along
wish to be mentioned, an with this, Detwiler menhonorable mention should tioned the CNC's upcoming
go out to the only pwnpkin candle light vigil for homewhich was not judged. A less children on November 5
depiction of Ted Mosby in and noted that "all students
"How 1 Met Your Mother," are welcome."
was strikingly well done.
1his welcOming sentiThe . Catholic
New- ment is held for all of the
man Center annually holds CNC events, and even for
carving contests, foliowed students simply needing a
later in the week with the safe place in between classes.
"Haunted Garage," a popu"Not just Catholics, we
lar local attraction put on by welcome all religions," Dethe students from the CN C. twiler said.
~

SARAH Hill

Staff Writer
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Jesus Diaz, Doctoral, Education, participated in the Pumpkin Carving contest in the Catholic Newman Center on Tuesday.
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Alia Voskoboynikova

BRIDGET RYDER
Staff Writer

Music instructor hopes to bring her Russian teaching
to UM -St. Louis students, Touhill audiences

Alia Voskoboynikova, native
of Russia and Coordinator
of Piano Studies, performed
throughout. Europe with
the Kiev Opera and Ballet
Theater before immigrating
. to St.. Louis.On Tuesday
November 3, she will be
performing at the Touhill
Perfoming Arts Center with
vIOlist Yuly llyashov and
cellist Natasha Rubinstein.
1h~ Current:

Tell us about your

upcoming concert.
Alla Voskoboynikova: Every year I try to put together
one or tWO chamber music
recitals. I playa lot with St.
Louis symphony musicians
and freelance musicians, so
last year I organized a huge
recital called "Spectacular
Chamber Music." This year
it's called "Mendelssohn
Commemoration"
becaus.e
2009 is the 200th anniversary
since the German composer's
birth.
TC: What was lifo like in Rus-

sia?
AV: My father was in the
military and my mother was
school teacher. I graduated
first from [a] music college,
which was in a smaller tovm
near Moscow, and then I
went to that huge conservatory of music (Gnessins Academy of 11usic) which was so
demanding and so hard to

get in. I can compare it with
the Julliard. I spent fiye years
there. I graduated from there
and then I went to Ukraine. I
was working for Kiev Opera
and Ballet Theater. I played a
lot. We toured a lot. We went
to Italy and Spain and Yugoslavia and Czech Republic.
It was great, but at that time
Russia [was] broke, so it was
going through a lot and people suffered economically. It
was getting worse and people
decided to go. My family decided to go, too. I didn't want
to go ... I wanted to run because I wasn't sure how it was
going to work out. L~ckily,
I had cousins who had immigrated here maybe 30 or
40 years before we did, so
they knew what we suffered.
TC: How did you rebuild your
music career?
AV: I started to communicate with people. I played
at one pLace and at another
place. I met one or two musicians and they told me "you
need (0 contact people/' so
I called Barbara Lieberman
[pianist at the St. Louis Symphony].
I played for her and she
liked what she heard. She
helped me a lor-meeting
people and making friends.
Then I got this position.

TC How does teaching music
in the Russia compare with

the US?

AV: In Russia, the
system is very srrict. It was

Students meet, dine with cQmmunity counterparts
~

ANNA MARIE CURRAN
News Editor

Last March, University of Missouri-St. Louis implemented a program mat allows students and alumni
to interact.
The program is called "Dinner
With 12 Strangers" and consists of six
students and six alumni who meet at
a restaurant of the alumni's choice
The idea for the program came
from Michelle Kilper, who is on the
University Relations staff'.
The Alumni Association's student

engagement committee · was "exploring possible programs and events
where alumni and students could
interact,'" Michael J. Finkes, alumnus
participant in the program, said.
The "Dinner with 12 Strangers"
program had already been implemented at another university, but the
committee saw the "potential" it had
if put into action at UM-St. Louis.
"The potential for a successful
'Dinner with 12 Strangers' [program]
at our university was apparent to the
committee," Finkes said.
"We modified, and continue

to modify, the program to fit our
circumstances."Finkes also said the
program was perfect for the university because UM-St. Louis is always on
the lookout for new alumni-student
interaction opportunities.
UM-St. Louis has a unique situation in that 70 percent of UM -St.
Louis graduates live in the St.. Louis
region, proViding "a circumstance
for alumni/student interactions that
most universities don't have," Finkes
said. Finkes said the program has significance because the alumni can offer advice and their experiences with

current students of the university.
The program offers both students and
alumni numerous benefits, Finkes
said.
"The benefit to the students seems
obvious," Finkes said.
"The benefit to the alumni is the
feeling of sharing and of making a difference in a student's career."
Crystal Santomour, senior, biology, was one of the first students to
attend a "Dinner with 12 Strangers"
event.

See DINNER, page 15

~

a communist country, so
discipline is everything there.
My teachers were incredibly
demanding and strict. They
make people work. They
wouldn't say, uOh this wonderful," even when it was
wonderful. You learn how
to be a strong person and to
hear something not very nice
from your teachers. But you
know why they are doing
it-they want for you to get
better and be more competitive.
Here it's more open. I
think they [the teachers] are
a little more relaxed. What
can I say? Free. But I teach
just like my teachers in Russja taught me because that
is what I know. I think it
works. I have some really
good students. I think the
best thing is to have the Russian background and then to
learn from \\-hat is going on
here to be able to use both.
Both [teaching styles] are
wonderful and they become
even better when they work
together.
TC: Who is your favorite composer?
AV: Usually my favorite
is the one whose work 1 am
working on now.
Withom
hesitation,
Tchaikovsky is my favorite
composer even when I am
not working on T chaikovsky.
I find his music the most
deep and profound, passionate and melodic.
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eel don't give fa] chance to my competitors"
.. SEQUITA BEAN

Features Editor
On Wednesday night,
Campus Recreation hosted
a bowling parry for University of Missouri-St. Louis
students. Susan Dibb, coordinator of recreation and
intramurals for Campus
Recreation was in charge of
the event.
"Last year was our first
time having the bowling
parry," Dibb said. "We had
such a great turnout, we decided to do it again." Dibb
holds a bowling league in
the dayrime, and last year
she decided to start the
bowling party because she
fdt the students would enjoy the less competitive atmosphere.
The event was held at
North Oaks Bowl, which
is dO. . . .'l1 the street from
the university on Natural
Bridge at Lucas & Hunt.
About 25 students came out
of the rain in to the dimly
lit bowling alley, stood in
line for bmvling shoes, and
conversed for a while before
the bowling games got underway. While chomping

of the first round of pizza
and soda, (counesy Campus Recreation), most of the
students admitted they did
not know how to bowl.
Michael Ashley, junior,
information systems, said he
carne out because he needed
some relaxation from exams. "1 thought it was a
good way to spend time
with my friends," Ashley
said. "We all pay for [these
activities] with our activity
fees, so why not?"
There were about 16
lanes reserved for UM-St.
Louis students. Soon everyone broke up into groups
and the bowling games
commenced. In the beginning there was little competition, rather just laughs
when one of the students
missed or had a gutter ball.
After a while, the trash-talking got underway and the
friendly competition began.
Gabriel Santos, senior,
international business and
marketing, said that he was
going to win his bowling
game. "For sure I'm going
win. I don't give [a] chance
.to my competitors," he said
while laughing.

The students' cheers
drowned out the noises at
the bowling alley each time
someone bowled a strike or
a spare. Even with competition turned up a notch,
some students still bowled
gutter balls, and the -scoreboard screen displayed a sad
bowling ball as the balls got
close to the pins and slid
over to the side into the gutter.
''I'm probably going to
win," said Ashley. "It's not
that I'm good, it's JUSt that
my friends are really bad."
Friendly
compeuuon
aside, the students enjoyed
the night away from studying for e..xams. Despite early
technical difficulties, such as
the electronic -"Scorecard on
one of the lanes malfunctioning and one lane not
working, the students had a
good time.
This event was part of
Campus Re~reation 's RecTreks, an ongoing series of
outing's for UM-St. Louis
students. Their next one
will be Iazer tag and demolition hall on November 12 at
the Adrenaline Zone in St.
Charles, MO.

DINNER, from page 14
Samomour said it was an "amazing experience," and that the alumni had a wealth of
knowledge to offer to students.
"I learned a lot from the alumni," Santomour said. "The backgrounds of the alumni and
students were all different so it offered a lot of different perspectives on the conversation
topics."
Santomour said she was surprised at the level of interest the alumni had in the students.
She said it was great that the alumni cared and that they even offered tips and insight
into helping out the students.
"I never thought that the alumni really cared, but they wanted to know everyrhing ...
about our majors, our gOals, how we were planning to get there, and [they] offered valuable
insight and offered tips to hdp us out." Santomour said.
Santomour said that anyone who is interesred in being added to the waiting list for the
program can contact Michelle Kilper at Kilperm@Uffisl.edu.

The Current says:
Let us know what you think of campus events!
thecurrentonline.com
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Huge campus tree ([,owned state champion
Tree tended by Daughters of Charity wins Dept. of Conservation title

PHOTO BY MICHELLE KAUFMAN / THE CURRENT

Stephanie Thompson, senior, international business and marketing, watches on as Jay Fish, program director of CHERp, measures the diameter of the shingle oak tree Friday. The tree is on the

South Campus of UM-St. Louis and is the newly crowned state champion for the species.
~

SEQUITA BEAN
Features Editor

On Friday, October 23,
the Campus Environment
Research
Program,
also
known as CHERP, got certified measurements from
the Missouri Deparonent
of Conservation for a large
shingle oak tree.
The tree is located in the
Daughters of Charity Cemetery located on the University
of Missouri-St. Louis south
campus, about a quarter mile
from the new nursing garage.
The tree was measured for
eligibility to become the new
Missouri state champion.
The American Forest Association maintains a data-

base of large trees and there
is a champion tree for each
species.
Each state maintains a
similar database for the trees
located within the state.
The champion is determined by the circumference
around the tree (at 4.5 feet off
the ground), the height from
base to top, and the average
of the crown spread, which is
how wide the branches are . .
The total gets put into a calculation to determine a tree
number.
''I'm not sure of the exact
number [to beat]," Jay Fish,
program director of CHERP,
said. "1 think it's 263 to 265
points. We calculated it to be
1 point above.'~

The students of the
CHERP urban ecology class
discovered the shingle oak
during a class project earlier
this semester.
They measured the tree using a height measurer called
a clinometer and a diameter
tape.
Mark Grueber, urban forester for the Missouri Department 'o f Conservation
arrived to officially measure
the shingle oak to determine
its eligibility to become the
Missouri state champion.
The circumference of the tree
totaled 11 feet, 5.5 inches,
114 feet in height, with the
average crown spread of 8
feet bringing the total to 272
points.

The shingle oak beat the
current Missouri state champion by seven points.
Stephanie
Thompson,
one of the students in the
CHERP urban ecology class,
was at the ceremony to witness the victory. Thompson,
who is a senior majoring in
international business administration, has also been
looking into the trees outside
of the Millennium Student
Center wi th her class parmer.
"We're trying to make it
greener by taking away .a lot
of the ground cover, 1 guess,
and by putting m0re trees
out," Thompson said.
Current ecological data
from the United States Forest
Service indicates that shading

by trees can make a big difference in the cooling load in
the summenime for the air
conditioners.
Thompson and her partner have already mapped
each tree near the MSC using
GPS and put it in a database.
"That will be some baseline ecological data to help
the university make some
decisions to be a little more
green on campus," said Fish.
This summer, two UMSt. Louis students in the
CHERP program suggested
to the university to plant a
prairie at the beginning of
south campus where the old
hospital used to be.
"The students took their
project proposal to the chan-

cellor and cabinet and it was
the first time in 26 years students had ever made a presentation to the chancellor
and cabinet," said Fish.
The students hope that the
ecological benefit of planting
the prairie will persuade the
university to beg~ doing it.
"1 think [the university]
is very interested in becoming a green campus because
they recently found out that
it's about $5,000 an acre to
mow grass here, and a prairie
only has to be mown once a
year or once every other year,
Fish said.
"There will be significant
savings, plus changes into
how water comes off and
other eco-systems benefits."

NOVEMBER

Students of Phranakhon Rajabhat University, along with
four members of faculty, employed their talents in an attempt
to bridge cultural gaps and share the expression of art at "Thai
Classical Music and Dance" Friday and Saturday at the Touhil1.
Opened by the presentation of a handmade, drizzled-glass
replica of Thailand's Royal Barge to John Hylton, University
of Missouri-St. Louis Dean ofFme Arts and Communication,
the show was followed by Dr. Tanom welcoming his musicians
and dancers onto the stage. Aided by the narrarion of a young
woman dad mostly in go 1d-co10 red attire, the show unfolded
into ten separate songs/performances, and was divided into a
two-part show. Inspired by India's early influence on the developing culture of the 1hai people, a lot of the color choices,
instruments and styles are evolved versions of India's initial
sway in Thailand.
Through demonstrating this evolution, the audience experienced aspects of Thailand's talents through the country's devdoping years. The narrator explained the pieces before they

were played, which helped to make the experience more fulfilling. As the dancers isolated specific parts of their body in
concordance with single instruments in the ensemble and with
the other dlancers, it was dear that this type of dancing requires
a strong deal of focus.
Almost synchronizing to the sounds of varying types of
plucked bow, woodwind, and percussion instruments, the
dancers exemplified beauty and grace execuring patterns on
stage. With coStumes featuring shimmering stones and bright
colors, the dancers pranced across the stage in blue, green, orange, pink, yellow, .red and purple.
The songs, although tong, were extremely technical and
well-executed, allowing the audience to differenriate the twelve
instruments simultaneously. Although a bit overwhelming, the
instruments blended into a less intense yet collective melody.
By far, one of the best performances featured an audience
inreractive dance featuring characters of Thai folklore.
Representing a white monkey named Hanuman, the only

3, 2009 I 1rhc (iorrent 117

male dancer of the troop dressed in a poufy gold and beige
costume with a shimmering clown-like mask.
The mermaid of folklore, Suphana Matcha, was pursued by
the young monkey. While attempting to grab members of the
audience to make her jealous, the dancer showed his comedic
performing skills.
Spotlights Hew around the small theater of the Touhill, followed by crescendos and diminuendos of laughter.
Another performance, featuring the musicians and dancers
clad in varying and brightly-colored silk, both delighted the
eye and the ear as the performers helped the audience immerse
themselves in vibrancy of Thailand's musical world. The song's
upbeat tempo, musical complexity and variation in costumes
came together to make the song a royal success.
However, Phranakhon Rajabhat University's freedom of expression, as shared with the UM-St. Louis campus last weekend, was a lesson in the development of a musical Thai culture,
thr~ugh artistic immersion. A- -Sarah Hill
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Biopic 'Amelia' is
gorgeous but bland
''Amelia,'' the biopic about early captain, and that her experience as a
aviator Amelia Earhart starring Hil- pilot was limited at that time.
ary Swank, Richard Gere and Ewan
Richard Gete plays publisher
McGregor, is a very pretty film with George Putnam, Eachan's manager
lovely aerial photography, dreamy and husband, and Ewan McGregor
stylish 1920s and 1930s period plays Gene Vidal, father of the novfashions, and elegant period decor elist Gore Vidal, a wealthy aviator
and architecrure. But as gorgeous as who shares her passion for promot"Amelia" looks, the film itself is a bit ing air travel and more.
bland.
Those who know nothing about
Director Mira Nair ("Monsoon Earhart will learn the basics of her
Wedding") cenainly nailed the story. The film does a fair job of
casting for her film ''Amelia.'' Hil- covering Earhart's career and does
ary Swank looks enough like the not shy away unpleasant facts, such
blonde, tom-boyish and pretty Ear- as the commercialism she and hushart, a tall and thin young woman band/promoter George Putnam
who had a striking resemblance to eDno-aged in. It was the kind of pubCharles Lindbergh, the then wildly licity that Lindbergh had shunned
popular aviator who had been the but that the public was eager to emfirst man to cross the Atlantic solo brace.
The film even shows some cases
in 1927.
The film does stan with -the con- w4ere the attractive and famous
test to find a woman to duplicate Earhart was given favorable treatCharles Lindbergh's trans-Atlantic ment over better female pilots, all in
feat, begun as a son of stunt in this the name of promoting women in
era of early feminism that followed aviation.
However, Earhart's well-known
women getting the vote in 1920.
What the film fails to note" how- navigational shortcomings are hardever, is the role Earhart's physical ly touched on, even when the film
resemblance to Lindbergh played reaches her ill-fated attempt to fly
in her being picked for the mission around the world and her mysteriand the media's fascination with her. _ ous disappearance over the Pacific.
-The film does note Earhart was
But the real focus of "Amelia" is
acrually a passenger on that flight, on romance: the romance of Hying
although technically in charge as and of her love life. It takes a dreamy,

COURTESY / FOX SEARCHLIGHT

'Amelia,' starring HiJlary Swank, Richard Gere and Ewan McGregor. Directed by Mira Nair. Rated PG for some sensuality, language, thematic elements and smoking.
romantic view of Earhart's relationship with the much older publisher
George Pum-am, although it does
toss in some feminist independence
for Earhan. Earhart's relationship
with fellow pilot Gene Vidal, and
a warm relationship with his young
son Gore forms a romantic triangle
that is too much Hollywood catnip
for the filmmakers to resist.
The film's photography is stunningly beautiful with breath-taking
aerial shots, wonderful and colorful
1920s and 1930s sets, and gorgeous
period costumes and architecture.

Also in Theaters
Saw VI Another H alloween, another Saw flick. New this rime? Blatant political references,
mostly to our ailing health care system. Not new? Everything else. D -The Current's Scary
. Movie Insider.

Where the Wild Things Are Maurice Sendak's beloved childrens book gets the bigscreen treatment by visual \'irruoso direcror Spike Jome. The film.'s suceess on everallevels
is undeniable
it~s sure to transport you to a nostalgic drea:msGape where anything is possible. That iS if YOti can bare to see a timeless book given a permanent "2009 hipster" stamp
and an Arcade Fire soimdtrack. B -The Current s Scary Movie Imider.

and

3

Law Abiding Citizen. POtU Get:afd Butlu. The guy seems like a perfectly nice fellow, a
hafldsome Scottish import who first came to America to seek
fortune making perfectly
respectable movies like "'The. Phantom of the Opera' apd ccDear Frankie." Before long,
however, sleazy directors were asking him to strip down and speak SJYcUtan and calling it
a casting s~sslon. Next thing poor Gerard knew, he~s stuck in movies involving savagely
tortUrous soones. And that was just in "The Ugly Truth." Now, it's "Law Abidh!g C itizen,"
in which 'Butler finds himselfloekecl in a virtual reality deathmatch when ...wait, what? That
was ~Gamer~? Oh we give up . C- -The CurrentS Scary M.ovi~ InsiJ/er: _

rus

The visual packaging is plush, lush
and a treat for the eyes of anyone
taken with the romance of this period and the aviator's story in particular.
Yet wrapped up in all this pretty
packaging, the plot is rather standard biography. We really do not
feel we learn anything new about
Eachan or even get inside her head
or heart, except in the most standard of fashions.
The acting is fine and Swank,
<;:;ere and McGregor all create appealing characters, but the script

lacks a needed spark of originality.
Before the film was released, there
was a lot of promotional chatter
about this being "the first Oscar
worthy performance of the year,"
but while the acting is fine, those
promoters must missed some acting performances already generating
Oscar buzz this year, such as Christoph Waltz's head-turning supporting role in "lnglourious Basterds."
Overall, ''Amelia'' is a very pretty
film but otherwise a rather ordinary
biopic about an Alnerica icon. 8-Cate Marquis

Ihis is It: the last chance to see MJ
Michael Jackson's «This
is It" movie produces much
more than expected. The Elm
highlights Jackson's rehearsals for his planned 50-date
comeback tour in London.
Viewers also got a'behind the
scenes look into the planning
and production of the tOlli,
all of which Jackson was extremely involved in.
Jackson's
background
dancers started the film telling the audience -how grat:eful
they were to be able to work
with the musician. They all
praised him for revolutionizing dance and most of them
became teary-eyed when they

reflected on their journey
and hmv happy they were
for the opportunity. Next we
got to see the auditions and
watched as Jackson himself
hand-picked the dancers.
One of the first full numbers was Jackson's 1996 single "They Don't Care about
Us." His production team
recorded four background
dancers wearing military-like
suits doing the song's choreography behind a green
screen. The finished product
showed the dancers, now
multiplied into 11,000 using
technology, on a large screen
behind Jackson and his danc-

ers on stage. The simulation
was made to look like Jackson
was leading an army, like his
video for the song.
Jackson also re-created
the video for his 1988 hit
"Smooth Criminal." The
opening sequence to this
performance was also filmed
behind a green screen. The
scene was set in 1920s Chicago, like the video, and followed Jackson as he ran from
gangsters. Viewers got to
witness Jackson filming the
sequence in his iconic white
suit and hat.

See THIS IS IT, page 25
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SWEET JAMS
Halloween started early mis year, country and music festivals as well.
with the freakishly fun holiday everEOTO has also just r:eleased a new alpresent at me Old Rock House on Oct. bum titled "Fire the Lazers!" that is only
28 for the Loyal FamIly Costwne Ball, available at shows now but will be made
an event mat featured bands EOTO, J. available for download after the tour is
Public and Blown Speakers.
finished.
lvfost of the people piling in through
·111eopening act, Blown Speakers, is
the doors were costumed and ready to composed of members from Messy Jiparty. Costumes ranged from the Joker verson. They blended a wonderful melto Dorothy from "The Wizard of Oz."
ody of improvised psychedelic, dance
and from sexy vampires to the Cookie . and straight up rock en' roll music. The
Monster.
guitarist, bassist and keyboardist rotated
The headliner for me eveJ;U:, ROTO., berwe€!n songs. keeping a fresh sound.
is ali e improvisational breakb~a[/drum Each had their own style and it, as cool
'n' bass/trip hop project, or at least that to see them s\\'itch it up live on stage and
is what their MySpace says. The band is still keep such a solid connection with
composed of Jason Hano and Michael the rest of the band.
Travis, the (\'Vo percussionists from me
There was a long intermission before
String Cheese Incident:. "When String EOTO finally graced the stage. At 11 :30
Cheese Incident broke up a few years p.m., these (\\'o gentlemen began their
back, these [\'Vo gentlemen started Jam- three hour, {'NO-set perforrnrlllce. Immeming togemer for fun and mey really diately glow sticks began snapping, and
enjoyed the sound that developed, thus me tightly packed crml.:d on the dance
EOTO was born. They pride themselves floor, full of a ,vide variety of freaks in
on the fact that their live show is 100 and out of costwne, began dancing and
percent improvised and nothing is pre- waving around the glow sticks and other
recorded. It is a spectacle to witness live. ,things that sparkle. Jason Harm handled
Since EOTO's inception, they have been all the drumming for the band, and with
plaring shows continually across the his live looping station he could produce

several beats and men play them all simultaneously. On the other side of the
stage srood the barefoot Michael Travis,
who was practically surrounded by his
musical instrumen ts and other eq ui pmemo Travis held down the keyboards,
bass guitar, and six-string to make up me
other half of the band. It was awesome
to watch them do all this live. Travis
is constantly moving around, pushing
pedals with his bare feet, layering on different keyboards, playing guitar or bass,
and mixing everything live for the audience s listening pleasure.
The Old Rock H ouse sits on the edge
of downtown St. Louis ad200 S. 7m St.
near Soulard. The venue is (\..,0 stories,
with a bar on each floor and a balcony to
"iew the stage from above. The building
is a staple of me beautiful architecture
of the area. On WTednesday nights, teve
Ewing, former singer from The Urge,
holds a basement party wim some of his
friends and plays a wide ariery of cover
songs arld some stuff from The Urge.
The show ended at 2:30 a.m.! bur the
parry was still going strong for many
of the audience members. 8- -Patrick

Canoy

Here are the top five iTunes songs and exactly what The
Current's Secret Music Insider thinks about them.

1) "Fireflies" by Owl City. This sappy MySpace sensation is doing his damndest to sound like diet Death Cab
For Cutie. This includes lyrics like "I get a thousand hugs
from ten thousand lightening bugs" and music that sounds
like the soundtrack to an outdated video game.
2) "Party in The USA" by Miley Cyrus. Miley is all
grown up and desparate for us to know that she is running
with the big dogs, namely (and she is not afraid to name
mem in the song) Brimey Spears and Jay-Z. Kind of makes
us ~ant to party in some other country.
3) "~eplay" by Lyaz. A fairl y run of the mill new hip
hop track. Listen for yourself or skip down to number four
for our pick of the week.
4 "Empire State of Mind" by Jay-Z. That's right, it's
our pick of the week. Because we have to pick one each
week, and also because he , who can hate Papa J. He knows
catchy.
5) "3" by Britney Spears. She' back and sh s discovered a n~v and exci ting twist on music or sex. Guess which
one? Go on guess? That's right the music is as god-awful as
ever, but this time M is pears is her to ann unce her discovery of mreesomes. Yes, that's the "3" the tirie refers ro o
What's (hat noise? Humaniry weeping? I think so.

new budget submission process for student organizational
Monday, November 2- a-gam. 4:30-5:30pm
Tuesday, November 3- a-gam, 1-2pm, 5-6pm
Wednesday, November 4- 5-6pm
Thursday, November 5- 2-3pm, 4:30-5:30pm
Friday, November 5- lO-llam. 3-4pm
Monday, November 9- 8-gam, 1-2pm, 5-6pm
Tuesday, November 10- 2-3pm, 5-6pm
Thursday, November 12- 8-gam, 4:30-5:30pm

Sign-ups are i.n the Office of Student life

please have your representative attend one budget workshop .
Questions? Email Dann Rosner at djr356@umsl.edu

-
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Concert, Symphonic Bands show how to perform
\'Qben the University Concert Band's performance starred, it seemed as if you were in a
movie theater with surround sound. Twentythree members took up se-ats in the audience
area.
Born the Concert and .Symphonic Bands
put on very impressive performances of their
pieces with clarity. quality and precision. The
bands performed nine pieces of music at the
Touhill Performing Arts Cemer on Tuesday,
starting with the University Concert Band
performing four pieces: "Symphonic Fanfare"
by Franco Cesarini, "Pemland Hills" by Major J. H. Howe, "Of Honor and Valor Eternal" by Ayatey Shabazz and "Rain" by Brian
Balmages.
Gary Brandes conducted for three of the
pieces and Elisabeth Baird was guest conductOr for the piece called "Rain."
"Rain,n a year-old piece that was the third
performed, displayed the musicians' great talem and was conducted superbly by Baird.
"Rain" is a wonderfully mellow piece that
opens slowly with the musical instrumems in

the rear of the band. ill the music builds in
volume, the clarinets and trumpets come in
and then drop off.
Next the flutes arrive. It teUs a story of the
coming rain stOrm, its arrival ·and departure.
It was as if you could see the stOrm coming,
then smell the dirt, first getting wet and aU of
the sU,dden the torrential down pour, which
was followed just as quickly by the storm ending and moving on.
After the imermission, the University
Symphonic Band came out and performed
five pieces: "Army of the Nile" by Kenneth J.
Alford, «Concerto for Trumpet" by Alexander
Arutiunian, portions of "Four Scottish Dances" by p.-1alcolm Arnold and "Bonaparte" by
Otto !vt Schwartz, and "Ghosts" by Stephan
1v1cNeff.
The stand-out was "Bonaparte," of which
they played seven minutes of its toral14 minutes.
It starts with the echoing of beating drwlls,
and the trombones build as if you are watching the French Army march off to war. It mu-
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Log on to
thecurrentonline.com
TODAY, November 2nd
to find out how you could win

ascreening pass for two.

MICHELLE KAUFMAN / THE CURRENT

The University Concert and Symphonic baod with conductor Gary Brandes performs "Symphonic
Fanfare."
sicaUy expresses Napoleons rise to power from
obscurity, ascent to greatness and then his last
battle and defeat, Waterloo.
The portion that comains the Waterloo
batrIe involves the orchestra playing an Austrian march, a Russian theme song and "God
Save the Queen" simultaneously to depict the
world of army's arrayed against Napoleon at
Waterloo.
The encore piece was nor listed on the P-fQ-

gram but it is one" so beloved in the United
States. "Stars and Stripes Forever" by John
Phillips Sousa has for many years been perf-armed by Arthur Fiedler and the Boston Pops
on National Public Television on July Fourth.
It was a rousing and fitting end to a beautiful performance filled with marches, battle
music and music about great military individuals. A -iYfatthew B. Henry

'Lucidity' is ahot, beautiful mess
Frustrating gameplay distracts fron"l amazing story
Oh LucasArts, what happened to you?
During the '90s, you became known for your "Star
Wars" related video games. In
faCt, you became a little too
known for them. As a studio
you rarely branched out into
new intellectual properties ~
The company that had
been known and loved in
the '80s for their quirky and
fun adventure games had
turried into "that Star Wars
Company." Thankfully, you
realized that you were stifling
yourself, and you decided to
branch out in the new millennium.
But then you churned
out things like only-forkids "LEGO Star Wars"
and "LEGO Indiana Jones"
game"s, not to mention the
not so decent "Fracture."
The Oxford English Dictionary defines "lUCidity" as
"easily understood; complete-

ly intelligible or comprehensible." LucasArts, however
defines it as a downloadable
game for the Xbox 360 or

Pc.

And sadly, LucasAns's latest ganle "Lucidity" is anything but completely intelligible ... or playable, for that
matter.
"Lucidity)' revolves around
Sofi, a youngster who dreams
of advenrure. The game opens
up with a scene of Sofi and
her Nana. Sofi is in bed, read.i ng a book while her grandmother knits across from her.
From there, the young girl
drifts off to sleep, and then
we join her in her dreams.
The entirety of me game
takes place in SOh'S dreamscape but in a bit of a twist,
the player does not control
Soh directly. Instead, the
player is in control of protecting the girl. During each level, she skips steadily from one

side of the screen to the other,
and it is up to the player to
protect her by placing various
items in her way to lift her
above obstacles and save her
from nightmare creatures.
The gameplay is an interesting mi.\: of the classic old
school "Lemmings" game
and, oddly enough, "Terris." The items the player
can use to save Sofi include
planks, shoes with springs
on them (think trampoline),
stairs and fans, among others.
LucasArts should be commended on their art direction
for this game. "Lucidity" is
displayed beautifully in 2D,
with some 2.5D creatures.
Truly, even screenshots cannot do this game's visuals jus. cice. The beauty of the game
in motion is undeniable.
Sadly, the game play does nor
back up the gorgeous visuals.

See LUCIDITY, page 25
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Partially fallen Mc6wire to redeem himself as coach
This past week saw the reemergence of Mark McGwire
back into the world of Major
League Baseball.
He decided to end his
eight-year exile by returning
to the club where he received
his greatest fame: the St. Louis Cardinals. He comes at the
invitation of Tony LaRussa,
the man who has coached
him almost his entire professional career and one of the
few to publicly stand by him
throughout his turbulent retirement.
It was a surprising move
that ~1r. McG~rire has decided to return to the nanon-

al pastime, one that has so
many fans who despise him
for his supposed professional
betrayal.
But it should come to no
surprise that he returned to
the city whose fans will give
anyone a standing ovanon,
no matter their past sins
(Matt Holiday after he lost
game 2 of the this years division series for example). Mr.
. McGwire will find sanctuary
in the anhedral that is Busch
Stadium with Father LaRussa
to look over him.
We at The Current believe
a person is innocent until
proven guilty. This is not a

new concept, but it is one
that is difficult to practice.
Mr. McGwire has been surrounded by accusations and
rumor since his retirement in
2001. His testimony, or lack
thereof, in front of a congressional committee in 2005 did
nothing to help his situation
and he quickly became somewhat of a recluse.
That, while ignoring rumors and accusations until
they go away may work for
average citizens, but silence
is of no use to a celebrity.
While it could be argued that
he would have been better off
to give answers to their q ues-

nons and have a day of it; the
embarrassing testimony that
he gave was more bad advice
from his lawyers than anything.
There could be · more to
this hiring th~n meets the
eye. McGwire -mentors hitters in the off-season including the aforementioned Holliday. So his hiring could be a
preemptive move by LaRussa
to entice the free agent Holliday to sign a long-term deal
with the Cardinals. It would
be a genius move if it pays
off.
To Mr. l\1cGwires detractors, and there are many, he

represents the decadence of
the juice ball era along with
Barry Bands, Sammy Sosa
(his one time rival for the
home run title) and Jose
Canseco. And it is Mr. Canseco's accusations that have
been the most determential
towards Mr. McGwire's credibility as an all-natural hitter.
And while Mr. Canseco's
credibility can be called into
question itself, he should
commended for confessing.
However, he did so in the
form of a book. One could
say he was more concerned
with collecting the advance
and that trying to dean up

the game was a by-product
he profited from.
If quality evidence surfaces of Mr. McGwire'stise of
performance enhancing drug
use during his playing days,
he should be relieved of his
current job and his records
as a player removed from the
books.
But, until that happens,
we must treat him like any
other person who has fallen
under the .guise of accusations that he believes to be
false; take his word on it until we're proven wrong. We
would only want the same
for ourselves.

One more giant leap for mankind?
Early last week, the tallest
rocket to stand on a launch
pad at Kennedy Space Center since the Saturn V rockets
that carried American astronauts to the moon 40 years
ago was ready to launch. At
327 feet tall, the AIies I-X
prototype was meant to be
the rocket that would carry
the replacemen t to the aged
Space Shuttle . to the International Space Station, the
moon and beyond.
But as it stood there waiting to be launched, to see
if it would possibly be safe
enough to put live human
beings on top of in the future, the possibility of these
dreams becoming a reality

had already fallen into jeopardy.
Just days before the Aries I-X launch, a committee
tasked to assess the future of
America's manned spaceflight
program had released a report
suggesting that NASA scale
back its ambitions in order to
make due with their current
budget allotment.
This would mean abandoning the development of
the Aries rocket, delaying the
development of the Orion
capsule that is slated to replace the Space Shuttle and
possibly even abandon
2020 deadline to land astronaurs on the moon and build
a base there,. a stepping stone

me

in sending men to mars.
The committee has suggested alternatives, such as
contracting with private enterprise to put astronauts
into fow-earth orbit, sending
cheaper unmanned missions
to the moon, Mars and nearby asteroids as well as conducting long duration, fly-by,
manned missions of the same
heavenly bodies if the budget
were to permit it.
We feel that such decisions
are incongruous with the basic purpose and, dare we say,'
spirit of the historical US
space effort. Our history of
space exploration is not one
governed! by the same logistical considerations that are

applied to other broad and
expensive government programs.
There has always been an
unwritten but fully understood subtext to these missions that has nothing to do
with monetary return or even
fiscal practicality.
Our manned spaceflight
program is in a large sense
the final living progeny of
humankind's only universal
fundamental desire: to ex~
plore, to understand, and to
achieve beyond our seeming
limitations.
The spaceflight program
stands alone in that its gains
are essentially confined to the
intangible wealth of knowl-

edge and progress. These may
be hazily defined ideas bur
there are many testan1ents to
their continuing potency and
universality.
International space efforts
have been some of the most
successful large-scale projects
undertaken. Far off of the
earth, common ground has
been found in the desire to
understand the universe we
occupy.
As an added bonus, much
of our technological progress today was built on the
foundation of technologies
developed originally in order
to get an American on the
moon and bring that person
back alive. This was some-

thing that we managed to
do six times, albeit at a staggering cost, but what we gOt
back out of the effort technologically was staggering:
new high tension metals and
alloys, microprocessors and
semiconductors,
hydrogen
fuel cells and solar panels and
not last but least, Tang.
Furthermore, our efforts
united the world in inspiration.
We feel that the scaling
down and privatization of
these programs would mean
a sad and telling shift in our
national goals. Let's hope
that we are allowed to keep
our head in the clouds a little
longer.
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Fight for gay equality starts here
After 11 long years, perhaps now Matthew Shepard
can finally rest in peace. In
1998, the 21-year-old Shepard was robbed, brutally tortured, pistol-whipped, tied to
a fence and then left for dead.
All because he was gay.
The night before he was
brutally murdered, Shepard
went to a bar. He got a ride
home from two men, Aaron
McKinney and Russell Henderson, who pretended to be
gay to gain Shepard's trust.
Once he was in their vehicle,
they drove him to a remote
area and then brutally murdered him.
. The Wyoming native was
killed that night because of
his sexual orientation. McKinney and Henderson are
currently serving consecutive
life sentences without parole
in ~oming. During their
trial, it was discovered that
the two men had decided in
advance to specifically rob a
gay man.
Whether it was to "beat
him bad enough to teach him
a lesson, not to come on to
straight people, and don't be
aggressive about it anymore,"
as McKinney's ex-girlfriend
said, or even just to rob him,
there is no doubt that Matthew Shepard was killed simply because he preferred men
over women.
Last
week,
President
Obama signed the Matthew
Shepard & James Byrd Jr.
Hate Crimes Prevention Act
into law.
The HCPA will give "the
Justice Department the pow-

-}

er to investigate and prosecute bias-motivated violence
where the perpetrator has
selected the victim because
of the person's actual or perceived race, color, religion,
national origin, gender, sexual orientation, gender identity or disability," according to
a press release on the Hwnan
Rights Campaign's Web site,
www.hrc.org.
The Justice Deparnnent
now has "the ability to aid
state and local jurisdictions
either by lending assistance
... [or] by taking the lead in
investigations and prosecutions of violent crime resulting in death or serious bodily
injury that were motivated by
bias," according to the same
press release.
In the years after his death,
Shepard's mother Judy has
become a crusader for gay
rights. She has been around
the country more than once,
talking to anyone who will
listen about her son and the
fight for gay rights and equality.

The HCPA is a good
start-but it is not enough.
Protecting
homosexuals
from intolerance is all well
and good, but it is not true
equality, not yet. Congress
is still dithering on the Employee Non-Discrimination
Act, something that would
protect everyone and anyone
from being discriminated
against by their employers
based on sexual orientation,
gender identity, or disability.
After passing ENDA,
Congress should think about

repealing the atrocious and
insulting Defense of 1\.·1arriage Act. DaM-\" a bili
signed into law 2 years before Shepard's death, declares
that states do not have to
recognize marriages between
people of the same sex, even
if they were legally married
in another state. It also established the federal definition
of marriage as being between
one man and one woman.
When Congress is done
destroying DOMA, the next
thing to go should be the
military's Don't Ask, Don't
Tell policy. Luckily, DADT
would be mostly taken care
of if ENDA was passed, but
it should still be struck down.
The fight for gay rights in
this country is ongoing. The
passage of HCPA is just the
beginning.
Last
week,
President
Obama helped Judy Shepard
get a little more closure on
her son's death. Something
good has come from such a
vicious act born of hatred and
intolerance. The country is
finally one step closer to "all
men are created equal," but
we still have a long way to go.

Repercussions of the "Native" taboo
November is the National American Indian
and Alaska Native Heritage
monm. According to the
Bureau of Indian Affairs..
"National American Indian
and Alaska Native Heritage month is celebrated
to recognize the intenribal
culture and to educate the
public about the heritage,
history, art, and traditions
of the American Indian and
Alaska Native people." Approved by President George
Bush in 1990 in a joint resolution, the entire month of
November was dedicated to
honor or acknowledge the
people who were here first.
Roughly ninety years earlier,
the Boy Scouts of America,
guided by the influence of a
Seneca Indian, Dr. Arthur
C. Parker, were the first to
publicly designate a day for
the "First Americans."
Yet even as I should focus on the rich culture of
the American Indian and
Alaska Native people, it is
the price paid by the American Indians for simply getting in the future's way that
compels me to reflect.
As the American industrial and technological
machine transformed the
earth, it steam-rolled over
the earth-sustaining traditions of the American Indians. Fueled by foreigners
forcing Christianity, this
global monster had been
forged in the fires of western destruction. Falling
subject to the microbial 'expansion, weaponry, and intolerance, the natives of the
land were forced to vacate
their homes, live in smaller,
less accommodating areas,
and warm themselves with

small pox-laden blankets.
Yet as the years passed, the
natives attempted to continue the traditions of their
people while the government continued to oppress
their nation. One specific
attempt to counteract the
government's unjust treatment was the 1968 creation
of the American Indian
Movement.
Upheavals and replants
by the U.S. government
lead to poverty and disparity on the reservations. Creating AIM was aimed towards raising morale in the
people, while giving them
a voice, and also defending them when necessary.
Leonard Peltier joined AlM
after realizing how desperately his people needed
"warriors" willing to defend
their rights and honor. Yet it
was this leap into manhood
which led him into extradition.
The scene is set in 1975
and two FBI agents driving separate vehicles and
dressed as civilians proceed
to follow a red truck into
South Dakota's Oglala Reservation where Leona:rd Peltier was residing. Considering that a heated political
battle over Native American rights and traditions
between the natives and
with the government was
exploding across the FBI's
persistent radar, sending
two agents in plain clothes
could
be
entrapment.
In doing this, the FBI allowed two Caucasian agents
to waltz into a semi-warzone. Continuing to follow the red truck, undetermined shots opened the
game. The prosecution's

wimesses shifted on the
"how," "when," and "'why."
Ultimately, it seemed that
an undetermined nwnber
of American. Indians were
involved.
But "the FBI always gets
their man," and when two
of their own \vereshot, the
FBI named Peltier amongst
the murderers. The men in
the situation's initial red
truck left immediately after
the agents were shot, allowing the repercussions to fall
upon the remaining gun
wielding AlM members.
After a few were tried and
received "Not Guilty" verdicts, Leonard Peltier became the FBI's last chance
to enact reparation. Drawing the dots and then connecting them outside of
the lines, the verdict was
based on faulty ballistics,
incredulous witnesses, and
the FBI's need for public
redemption.
The wounds inflicted by
the hands of our forefathers
seem to be bleeding this
people into physical and
cultural genocide, and as
we continue to watch the
costs unfold with desensitized eyes, we trade in connection for bias and sever
the bond to our own humanity.

If you know the news today, thank a journalist!
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Iru~fanati(ism or misogyny? Women in sports deserve betfer
I am so excited to be part
of a city that produced the
best national football team
of 2009. We won the freakin'
championship after a mindblowing 10-0 season!
I know what you are
thinking: "The Rams are not
even close to claiming a national championship!" Well,
my self-proclaim.e d lovers
of Sport, maybe it is because
each member of the team to
which I am referring is (presumably) equipped with a
uterus.
Funny thing, that little
uterus. It would appear as if
that alone causes local media and sports fans to look
the other way, even in light
of such a tremendous accomplishment. A city that

is as proud of sports as St.
Louis should beg forgiveness
and bow heads in shame for
this "little" oversight. The St.
Louis SLAM, one of 48 allfemale football teams in the
Women's Football Alliance,
has earned the right to be noticed and respected.
.
So why are females in
sports so often overlooked?
Why isn't personal accomplishment enough without
being forever compared to
the abilities and accomplishments of testosteroneabundant humans? The focus should not be that male
athletes are different from
female athletes (another debate altogether)' but that
athletes are different from
non-athletes. Fans experience

the same emoti0ns as play- chip-eating couch athletes.
The socially-constructed
ers, with rushes of adrenaline,
Studies have shown that rule that males are superior
excitement and anger shared by the ripe old age of five,
to females may be at play (no
boys know that if they show . pUn intended), so I ask you:
between a team and its fans.
However, what makes ath- interest in activities desig- Is your tough-as-nails male
letes different from spectators nated as "girl stuff," they ego such a delicate front that
is their willingness and ability could be mercilessly teased an act as simple as-attending
to fight the batcle on a field by their peers, and therefore a WFA event threatens your
learn to carefully choose the masculinity? I would wager
or court.
So while males may still . "right" books to read, toys that as tough as some men
dominate professional sports, to play with, and cartoons claim to be, their knees would
a majority of their fans are to ,vatch. The message is that buckle at the mere thought of
out of shape, aging specta- boys' activities deserve more giving outward support to a
tors sitting on the sidelines. attention than girls' activities. women's football team.
The differences between fans Although it is generally more
In a town where you can
and athletes are far greater permissible for girls to'do boy not throw a quarter into a
than the differences between things than the other way crowd without hitting 10
members of the Rams and around, this could be attrib- sports fans, it appears that
SLM·1. They may be women, uted to a girl "reaching up" the self-designation of "spOrts
bur I would wager a month's while a boy '"'''QuId be low- fan" is a misnomer, as the
salary that any single member ering himself to partake in subject of one's fanaticism
of SLAlY1 plays the game far a girl activity that he would may not actually be based on
athletic ability but on biologbetter than the majority of enjoy.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR
Editor:
recencly attended a
conference on the UMSL
campus and during a break
picked up the Oct. 12 edition of The Current. In this
issue I read about "A Funkin
Good Time", ie, PRIZM's
annual Drag Show in the
Cen tury Room.
First off, I am no Bible
Thumper, preacher, uptight
Bush conservative, old fogie
or moralizer. But having said
that, I was heartsick. What a

poor reflection of this proud
campus, the students that attended and the students that
uperformed . Reading about
a "barrage ofR-rated humor"
and the distribution of "free
condoms and lubricants' I
went from mildy angry to
sad. To the performer Siren
I say; you are better than the
picture I sa,,, on page 13 and
God has something much
better in mind for you than
this particular ''ralen r" .
To
th~
organizations
who sponsored this (RHA,

ical anatomy. It simply does
not make sense to discount or
completely ignore a nationally recognized team for committing the offense of having
the wrong set of plumbing.
Luckily, the WFA continues
to grow and succeed; it i~ just
a shame that so many of you
are missing it,

Current Co-ed

GLBT Alpha Phi Omega,
etc) shame on all of you for
thinking this particular even
has some kind of entertainment value. A5 an olltsider
who may be doesn't understand) our culture, it is still
very, very sad. You are example.s to young people who
read the paper and your exhibition was disturbing.
John D. Ivfackey
1240 Bell Mar Lane
Lexington, Ky.
859-272-8181

U SL alway$ we tco m&s. transfer stod en s . espe-c.ialty Ql;!n they " re - s n rac"flve
as t his tssue" s Current Co-ed . She is BrigT a Sanock , a freshman . B rtg rt1:s.
maj oring in G rtnan and French, as b tn in G e rma n y . The prett y: r ' n-

green-eyed

co-ed is a tre

er f

Fo rest

r

J l.ln ic C oll eg&.

Photo b - Don Peat .
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Turn on the Lights:
"What are the pros and cons of spitting and
swallowing semen?" -Wants To ·Swallow
Because of the ambiguity
of this topic to the general
public, I felt compelled to
answer wrs's question specifically. One of the best benefits on the penetrator's side
of oral sex is the fact that the
poor guy does not have to be
constantly sentient of an untimely "release."
The constant preoccupation with ejaculation causes
a lot of tension. Dilling oral
sex, I promise the last thing
that a person wants to have
on their mind is offending
their partner while they are
down below.
When someone swallows during oral sex, it can
be physically and emotionally satisfying to the man and
there is no anxiety about an
untimely ejaculation.
There are definitely cons
to swallowing. However,
many of these cons are related to unprotected sex rather
than spitting.
. There is a chance that
when swallowing, the receiver of oral' sex will receive
pathogens from any STIs that
the penetrator has, but the
amount is negligent.
However, by the time a
man ejaculates in the receiver's mouth, he of. she has already been exposed to those
pathogens since the first oral
or genital contact. The best

way to get around this situation is to pra0ice safe oral
sex with a condom and/or
ensure that the sexual partner
is dean, tested and monogamous.
There are health benefits
of swallowing a healthy man's
semen. The average load of
"man juice" is about 5 calories a teaspoon, and with the
average man releasing about
three teaspoons worth of semeh; that is 15 calories!
In addition, these 15 calories are not empty calories.
They are filled with sugars,
proteins, calciwn and other
vitamins and minerals.
Another very important
ingredient is testosterone.
Testosterone is the sex-drive
hormone in both men and
women. Therefore, swallowing can beget more swallowing, no matter who is taking
it in.
Some people prefer not to
swallow because of the Ravor.
One way to get around this
is to consume pineapples and
pineapple juice.
Some say eating citrus
fruits also improves the flavor
of semen, but no srudies have
proven this yet.
Curting down on toxins
that one's body absorbs is
another well-known way to
"flavorize." Quitting smoking, increasing fruit and veg-

There-is nothing honorable about killing

etable intake and a decreasing one's intake of unhealthy
foods will decrease the toxins
in the body.
Some people experience
nausea after swallowing.
This nausea is not due to the
contents of the semen, but
is more likely related to the
psychological issue of"conditioned taste aversion," a form
of classical conditlorung that
occurs naturally in people
and animals to decrease the
chances of eating spoiled or
poisonous foods. Some people who become nauseated
while performing oral sex
(usually due to the gag reflex)
consciously or unconsciously
attribute that to the semen.
I would say that if this is a
problem for you, visit a psycholOgist.
That way, you do not have
to live life dodging "man
squirts" for the rest of your
adult life.

Nick Bishop is a senior working on his bachelor's degree in Psychology, and is an active sexual minority researcher at the undergraduate level. All information that is given in this column
should be taken only at face value, and any major decisions regarding your sexual, physical, or
emotional health should be discussed with your medical doctor or mental health professional.
The university Health, Well ness, and Counseling Services, located in the First Floor of the MSC,
is available to assist any student with issues concerning mental or physical health and wellness, and can be contacted at 314-516-5711. The advice given in this column is not intended
to promote or discourage sex, promiscuity, or infidelity. The advice given to one individual may
not be the best advice for another due to possible contrasting circumstances.

To kill or not to kill: Is
tha.t ever a question?
For as long as I can remember, I have heard the
phrase "honor killing" being
thrown around.. It is usually
used referring ~ someone
who killed a family member.
A more general definition
of an honor killing is the
murder of a family by one
or more fellow family members, where the murderers
believe the victim to have
brought dishonor upon the
family or cornplUni ty.
My question: is there ever
anything honorable about
killing another human being? Of course the answer is
always no, but then why is it
that some communities condone it? Are honor killings a
Muslim problem?
Whenever I hear of honor killings, it is in relation to
Muslim families. Let me just
. start by saying that Islam
does not recognize any killing as honorable. In fact; Islam does not allow any killings at all, but clearly there
has been a large fallacy in
western society that honor
killings are direcr1y connected to Islam. There has
never been any approval of
any killing in Islam, whether
for honor or retribution, as

all life is considered sacred.
in Islam. These crimes are
being conducted wrongly
in the name of Islam. This
gives the public a very negative, stereotypical and wrong
view of what Islam is abouL
That said it would be
wrong of me to bury my
head in the sand and deny
that honor killings do OCCill
in the midst of some .Muslims and those of other faith
communities.
The U.N. estimates that
up to 5,000 honor killings
take place every year. They
happen allover the world
including rural India and
urban North America. Muslims, Sikhs and Christians
are guilty of the act, but in
the media it is Islam that is
most often linked with this
cruel and indefensible crime.
If you think about it, an
honor killing is simply murder without trial, which is
contrary to Islam. Islam values the holiness of human
life, as the Holy Qur' an says
that killing one innocent
human being is like killing
all of humanity.
So why do such dreadful
events still occur? Let's take
the example of the Muslim man recenr1y given a
life sen tence for cutting his

Have you 'had your dos'e
of 1Irhc [urrrnt today?

daughter's throat after she
began dating a Christian.
1his is a tragic story of confucting cultural differences.
But a devour Muslim who
knows their religion propeily would absolutely never
take another life. In truth,
such things have nothing
to do with true faith. The
f~ther's embarrassment of
his daughter dating a Christian drove to him to kill her
in belief that that would
clean the family name.
The problem of honor killings is not of morality or
that women maintain their
own personal virtue. It is a
problem of control, rule and
hatred of women who, in
these cases, are looked at as
nothing more than possession to the family. Without
a doubt, the state of women
around the world to this
type of violence will only
stop when these ways of
thinking are challenged and
acrually dealt with. These
criminals are simply carrying out the global tradition
of suppressing women.
Honor killings are a problem, but not a religious one,
and there is absolutely nothing honorable about killing
another human being.
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Classified ads are free for students, faculty and staff. Other rates vary.
place an ad, please send your ad (40 words or less), your name, and student
or employee number to thecurrent@umsl,edu, or call 516-5316.

100 ANNOUCE MENT S
Your ~Iassified ad here! The Current is happy to offer classified a!is for all your announcements, including legal announcements, wedding announcements, .lost "& found items, and
much more. Call 314-516-5316 to Rlace your ad today!

200 TRANSPORTATION
Your classified ad here! The Currenfis happy to offer .cla·ssified ads for all your transportation needs, including ads selling cars, trucks, vans, campers, boats, trailers, motorcycles and
more. Call 314-516-5316 to place your ad today!

Your classified ad here! The Current is happy to offer classified ads for all your employment
needs, induding help wanted, sales positions, office positions, internships, child care wanted,
and much more. Call 314-516-5316 or you can e-mail thecurrent@umsl.edu to place your
ad today!

700 MISCELLANEOUS

Trivia Night to benefit the ~isters of the Good Shephe-rd,
Saturday, November 14th, 7 p.m, (doors open at 6 p.m.) ."
St. Ann Church, 7530 Natural Bridge (hqlf mile ·east of UMSL)
$1-5 per person or $15Q.table of ten
"
Cash prizes, giveaways, beer, soda and snacks included
Contad: PatWililiams 314-381-0120

Your classified ad here! The Current is happy to offer classified ads for all your selling
needs, including textbooks, cloth'es, pets, computers and much more! If you need to sell it, sell
it here! Call 314-516-5316 or e-mail thecurrent@umsl.edu to place your ad today!

500 SERVICES
Speeding ticket? OUI? Car Accident? Orug/MIP Charge? Contact Mike Dalton at The
st. Louis Metropolitan Area Law Firm to get a STUDENT discount. Mike is a practicing attorney
and a fellow UMSL student! mjd3d9@gmail.com or 636-734-1012
Your classified ad here! The Current is happy to offer classified ads for people advertising
services, including home and lawn care, business services, roofing, siding, cleaning. tutoring,
and much more. Call 314-516-5316 or you can e-mail thecurrent@umsl.edu to place your ad
today!

Normandy Apartments: Walking distance from UMSL.
1 Bedroom $435.00
2 Bedroom $505.00
Spacious floor plans lon-site laundry facilities
Call Penny @ 314-276-5923 or email atpenny~crawford@greystonepartners.com
Maryland Apartments:
Beautiful floor -plans
Studio $499.00 (Special rate)
1 Bedroom Loft $799.00 (Special rate)
Call Penny @ 314-276-5923 or email atpenny.crawford@greystonepartners.com
Your classified ad here! The Current is happy to offer classified ads for people advertising
services, including home and lawn care, business services, roofing, siding, cleaning, tutoring,
and much more. Call 314-516-5316 or you can e-mail thecurrent@umsl.edu to place your ad
today!

. - '_:..

- -

"

Amnesty International RoCK 4 Darfur, 2nd Annual Benefit Concert.
On Saturday, November 7th from 7:00pm to 10:30pm in the MSC Pilot House, you can help aid the
v[dims in Darfur by attending an awesome concert! Bands Lucid in Obscurity and Rhyme or Reason will be performing. Popular Jamaican food will be served. ALL of this for only '$5 at the door!
Proceeds will be given to Amnesty International-USA to help stop the conflict.

Please contact Rachelle at rkzx6@umsl,edu for more info!
Your classified ad here! The Current is happy to offer classffied ads for most anything at
all. If your classified d~n't fit into the above categories, simply request an ad in the Miscellaneous Section. Some restrictions may apply. Call 314-516-5316 or e-mail thecurrent@umsl.
edu to place your ad today!

400 FOR SALE
4 bdr, 2 1/2 bth, 2 car garage beautiful home for sale at 4004 Roland, Pasadena Hills, see on the web http://www.cbgundaker.com/search/advancedldetail.jsp?mls_
num=90045234&type=res or call 314-226-5655

-: - -'.,-

THIS IS IT, from page 18
After the sequence played.
on the screen, Jackson and
his dancers practiced the performance on stage.
There was also another remake ofJackson's greatest hit,
1984's '1hriller." His dancers donned zombie costumes
and recorded the opening
sequence to the song behind
a green screen with Jackson,
and his tour director Kenny
Ortega directing them.
Jackson also rehearsed
some of his old Motown hits
when he was ·..vith the Jackson 5 such as "I \Xlant You
Back' and "I'll Be There."
Other songs performed include "Billie Jean," "Heal the
World" and "Jam."
There were funny moments such as the conversa-

don between Jackson and the words "King of Pop"
his musical director Michael printed underneath. JackBearden, in which he told son's newest song, "This is
him to let the opening music It" played while the credits
to <CThe Way You Make Me rolled.
Feel" simmer. Bearden then
Despite reports and rusuggested to Jackson to allow "mors about the film, there are
him to throw some "booty" no body doubles of Jackson,
in the music.
no shaky cameras, and no
Jackson's love for the envi- footage of past concerts to fill
ronment also played a huge up space on the film. Jackson
role in the film. He expressed is there from beginning to
his concerns for the nega- end, and audiences will see
tive way the environment just how involved the singer
was changing several times, was in the planning of this
and encouraged his staffers would-have-been-huge event.
This movie is definitely a
to "do the right thing" when
it comes to preserving the must-see for Michael Jackson
earth. The movie ended with fans. Even though this is not
the group holding hands, the actual concert, Jackson's
with Ortega leading them in on-screen prese·nce will capprayer. The movie faded out ture audiences from beginto a picture of Jackson with ning to end. A -Sequita Bean

LUCIDITY, from page 20
Though items are placed
to save 50fi, the sequence
they come up in is random.
Sometimes (often) the right
item does not come up, and
Sofi is either killed by a monster or falls off a cliff. Too often a puzzle that seems easy
(get Sofi safely past a monster) and easily solved (place
Stairs) is circumvented by
poor item rotation (spring
shoes, a plank, and more

spring shoes).
To call it frustrating is an
understatement. On some of
the game's later levels (there
are 27 in all), the game is
downright vicious and rageinducing. A game about a girl
and her grandmother should
not have caused.. -the amount
of expletives that came out of
this reviewer's mouth.
The story is very sweet,
a.rid offers a poignant view on

loss. It is a fascinating view
into the psyche of a little girl,
and the visuals are amazing. "
That it is backed by frustrating and trying gameplay is a
real shame.
LucasArts, you may have
not recaptured that magic
that made your early games
so special but you have a
start, but hey-at least it's not
n
another "Star Wars game. C-

-Andrew Seal
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19. Mayor of West Berlin
when The Wall went up.
·21. What Reagan labeled
The Soviet Union.
n. The famous gate located
in Berlin.
23. American backed rebels
in Nicaragua.
24. Famous Berlin vehicle
. and pedestrian checkpoint.
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ACROSS
3. Communist Bloc countries
were refened to as this- by
the West.
4. The satellite that
launched the Space Race.
7. Political and economic
reforms enacted by Mikhail
Gorbachev.
8. East Germany's proper
name.
. If ~ennedy "Jch'bm ein
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by Chris Stewart
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DOWN
1. Allied reconstruction
effort enacted after World
War II for Germany.
2. leader of Yugoslavia
. from 1945-80

6

3

Last
week's
answers

s are running high
this week, so make time to relax, but make sure that you don't
take others for granted while
dealing with your own problems.
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Fihd the original meaning of the message below.
Each letter shown stands for another letter. Break the
code for the letter A, you will have all of the A:s in the
message, and so on. (Hint: K=E)

)

C'R UXP EKVK

-1-.

heck lack next ··week for solutions to
.the cross ord and sudoku:!
.

m as though your
friends and family are involving
themselves a little too much in
your personal life, but be tolerant. They're just trying to show
that they care.

1

-----i.--+! ~- - -~I--5 -11__7 _
!
1 l 5 · 1 4 . 2. l 8 I 3
9 ~ 3

22 - JUNE 21)

3

****

2

GEMINI
(MAY

9

(Very hard)

Last week's
rating:
Hard

'"

.

WliliallfSU100ICU by Gene Doyel

This week's rating:

5. Period of politicalliberalization in Czechoslovakia
during 1968. 6. West Germany's pr~p~~
name-.
9. Radio s-tation set up by
the west to counter communist propaganda
10. Reagan ffMr. Gorbach:
ev,
n. George F. Kennan wrote-..
this famous.article in 194~
also know as the XArticle.
12. Russia's Vietnam
13. Missouri (ollege that h
asection of The Wall.
15. Phrase coined by Winston Churchill to describe
the Eastern Bloc
16. Initially govemed West
Germany with the United
States and United Kingdom.
17. Khrushchev ''Whether
you like it or not, history
is
18. Name given to the
no-mans land in between
the wall.
20. Polish opposition movement in the 1980's.

.

.

PEKZV\!JP
The first student, faculty or staff member to bring the
solution (along with who said it) to
The Currenfs office
receive a free Current T-shirt!

will
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Ytll you stop,
Dave? Stop} Dove.
I'm iaf~oid. 11m

afroid,
Dave. Dove, my
mind is going! I (on
feel it!

CAN YOU DRAW THIS WELL?
(or better?)

Apply to be a Current cartoonist!

--
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Your weekly calendar of campus events. "What's Current is a
free service for student organizations. Deadline for submissions is
5 p.m. the Thursday before publication. First-come, first-served.
Listings may be edited for length and style. E-mail event listings to
thecurrent@umsl.edu with the subject uWhat's Current." No phone
submissions. All listings use 516 prefixes unless noted.

-

High School Confidential Dan Younger, photographer and professor of art at UM-St Louis,
discusses his latest work, a documentary project about an abandoned high school in S1. Louis.
Located in 222 J.e. Penney Conference Center, from 12:15 PM to 1:15 PM. For more information contact Karen Lucas at 314-516-5699.
Teaching in a Technology Classroom This informative training session is for those wishing to
know more about how to get the most out of the Technology Enhanced Classroom Experience.
Topics for discussion include~ using the Instructor computer, controlling the projector, accessing
your files while on or off campus, specialty software/hardware available, controlling the student computing environment, data/file management, using various media, and more. Located
at the Benton Hall, Room 241, from 10:00 AM to 11 :00 AM.

Tuesday! Nov. 3
Intramural Basketball Contests Campus Recreation is sponsoring two basketball skill competitions this week, a hot shot tourney and free throw contest. Competition will take place
in the Mark Twain Gym, 11 :00 AM - 1:00 PM, Tuesday through Friday. These fun basketball
contests are free and open to students and faclstaff. T-shirts awarded to top shooters. Drop by
any of the four days and give it your best shot! No advance registration is necessary. For more
information contact Campus Recreation Officel 203 Mark Twain at 516-5326.
The Major Challenge: Choosing a Major That fits Who You Are Do you love your major,
think you chose someone elsels by mistake, or wonder if you'll ever find one that's right for
you? This workshop can save you time, money and most of all, frustration. We'll debunk common myths such as, "There is one right major for me," and uA major is the same as a career."
You'll learn how to identify majors and career paths that are a good fit for your personality,
interests, strengths, and values. Students may follow up with a coordinator for individual assistance. Located at the 225 MSC - Center for Student Success, from 2:00 PM to 2:45 PM. For
more information contact Chad Hoffer at 314-516-5300.
Wednesd~y!

Nov._4

News@Noon - Rise of the DINOs (Democrats in N"ame Only) Join us for free lunch and
great discussion as Professor Brian Fogarty facilitates a conversation about conservative Democrats in Congress. Located in 225 Millennium Student Center - Center for Student Success,
from 12:00 PM to 1:30 PM. IFor more information contact Megan Hill at 314-516-4031.
UPB General Meeting Want to have a voice on what events (orne to campus? Come to UPB
general members meeting and have your voice heard. Located in MSC 316, from 2:00 PM to
3:00 PM. For more information contact the UPB at 314-516-5531.
How Does your Personality Work? Understand yourself and others better by learning how
you prefer to focus your attention, take in information, make decisions, and manage your life.
Identifying these preferences can help you get the most out of your college experience and life
in general. You will be sure to have an "Aha!" moment. Located in 225 MSC - Center for Stu- .
dent Success, from 8:30 AM to 9:15 AM. For more info contact Chad Hoffer at 314-516-5300.

Approximately 120 women attended the Women's Networking Series on Thursday in the century
rooms of the MSC. About half of the women were professionals from various fieJds including
business, media and technology and others worked in numerious segments of non-profit organi~
zations. Students were matched according to their majors and career aspirations to tabJes with
women already in those careers. The series is to enhance the knowledge and networking skills
of women students.

Thursday, Nov. 5
Biracial Identity, Mental Health, and The College Experience Dr. Matthew Taylor, from
the Psychology Department, will present his talk uln From the Shadowlands: Biracial Identity,
Mental Health, and The College Experience." There is no registration required. Located in 225
Millennium Student Center - Center for Student Success, from 11 :00 AM to 11 :45 AM. For more
information contact Chad Hoffer at 314-516-5300.
Texas Hold-Em Tournament Put your poker face on and join us for Campus Rec's annual
tournament! This free event will be held tonight at 7:00pm at the Provincial House on South
Campus. Players of all skill levels are invited to participate. Don't miss the party! Great prizes!
Free Pizza! Participants must register in advance. Hurry, table space is limited! Located in the
Provincial House on South Campus, from 7:00 PM to 11:00 PM. For more info contact Campus
Recreation Office, 203 Mark Twain at 516-5326.

Friday. Nov. 6
SVOSH Kickball Tournament Register in Student Life Center or. e-mail: dltpn6@umsl.edu.
The is a 7 person Minimum per team, $15 to register Prizes to winning team and "Best Team
Theme" Funds raised will go to sending optometry students abroad on vision saving mission
tripsl Located at the Rec Fields South of Mark Twain Center, at 1:00 PM. For more information
contact Dawn Tank at 920-216';2761.
Home Volleyball Match Home volleyball match vs Bellarmine University. Join us at the Don
Mark Twain Gymnasium and root for your Tritons! Gametime is 7:00 PM to 8:30 PM. For more
information, call Rick Gyllenborg at 314-526-7016.

Saturday, Nov. 7
Home Volleyball Match Home volleyball match vs Northern Kentucky. Senior Day! Join us at
the Don' Mark Twain Gymnasium and root for your Tritons! Gametime is 3:00 PM to 4:30 PM.
For more information, call Rick Gyllenborg at 314-526-7016.

Read more event listings online at www.thecurrentonline.com

